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CHAIR MEDEIROS: . . . (gavel). . . Aloha mai kakou, greetings to everybody. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Aloha.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: This is the meeting of the Infrastructure Management Committee of the
Maui County Council, and with a quorum I will call this meeting to order. Today is
Tuesday, February 24, 2009, and it is now five minutes after 9:00 a.m. At this time,
Members and people in attendance, I would like to introduce the Members of our
Committee. I am the Chair of this Committee. I am Bill Kauakea Medeiros. Also on
this Committee is, is Councilmember Joseph Pontanilla who's the Vice-Chair who is the,
approaching his desk at this time so he's here. We have Councilmember Gladys Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you for being here, Gladys. We have Councilmember and
Committee Member Sol Kaho`ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Good morning. Member and Council Chair Danny Mateo is excused
from today's meeting.
We have Council and Member of the Committee
Michael P. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Aloha and good morning. Member Michael J. Molina is excused but
plans to be in attendance. And we have a non-voting Member present today at our
Committee meeting and that is Mr. and Member, Councilmember Wayne K. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Good morning.
ITEM NO. 2: COUNTY'S INTEGRATED SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN
(C.C. No. 09-22)

CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. At this time, Members, we have just one item on this agenda and
that is IM-2 the County's Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan. First, we're going to
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take public testimony and at this time I will accept public testimony on this item if any.
Committee Secretary, any signed up for...
MS. SAKAMOTO: No, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. At this time, we have no one signed up for public testimony.
Without objections, Members, the Chair would close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Members. So ordered. At this time, I'd like to present you a
short description of our item. The Committee is in receipt of County Communication
No. 09-22, from the Director of Environmental Management, relating to the County of
Maui's Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan. The purpose of the plan is to comply
with the Chapter 342G, Hawaii Revised Statutes, which requires that each County submit
a revised Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan every five years. And before we go
any further, I would like to introduce the rest of our Staff here. From the Corporation
Counsel, we have Mr. David Galazin. David, good morning. From our Department of
Environmental Management, we have the Director Cheryl Okuma. And from our
Committee Staff, we have Committee Secretary Camille Sakamoto, and Legislative
Analyst Mike Geers. Okay. At this time, Members, I, after giving the opening statement
and describing the item that we have on the agenda, I'm going to give you a little more
background and, hopefully, I don't go into what the Director will be giving. But these
are just general talking points. There is no legislative action required on the Integrated
Solid Waste Management Plan. The Director of Environmental Management has
requested an opportunity to give us this presentation to inform the Committee and the
public of the various components of the Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan. I felt
it was particularly important to have this discussion prior to the start of this year's Budget
Session. The Director has arranged to have the consultant who worked on the
Management Plan here with us today. After an overview by the Director, the Chair will
ask for a short recess and then we'll have the Chambers prepared for the presentation. So
at this time, Members, I'm going to ask the Director, Ms. Cheryl Okuma, to give an
overview of this item. Director?
MS. OKUMA: Good morning. Thank you, Committee Chair Medeiros and Committee
Members. We thank you for the opportunity to be here today to present the Integrated
Solid Waste Management Plan. The County's original plan is 11 years old and, by law,
must be reviewed and revised every five years. Early 2007, Mayor Charmaine Tavares
appointed and convened the Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee--or SWRAC for
short--consisting of 16 members, including Councilmembers Bill Medeiros and
Mike Victorino. This began the process required by law and included 12 public meetings
over a year, resulting in SWRAC recommendations supported by the Department of
Environmental Management Solid Waste Division. What resulted was a draft plan of
recommendations which went to five public hearings in Hana, Lahaina, Central Maui,
Lanai, Molokai last summer throughout the County. Public comments and the SWRAC
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draft plan was submitted to the State Department of Health. On November 5, 2008, the
State Department of Health approved our plan as meeting the requirements of the law in
arriving at what you have today. This plan will guide us into the future and is a blueprint
for Solid Waste Management to maintain the long-term environmental and public health
of the community. It is a dynamic living document and as such, prior to implementation
of recommended programs and projects, feasibility or preliminary studies may be needed
to consider technical options, program options, cost considerations, legal considerations,
financial options, and so forth. Today's presentation by our consultant comes in two
parts, as mentioned by the Committee Chair, one this morning and one this afternoon.
For your reference today and for the future, we have provided you with the binder before
you which includes the PowerPoint presentations with handouts that will be referred to.
The plan itself is on our website and the PowerPoint presentations will also be placed
there. The consultants hired by the Department to provide their expertise in the
development of this plan is Gershman, Brickner, Bratton, Inc., or GBB, headquartered in
Fairfax, Virginia. President Harvey Gershman is here today and will be presenting the
plan to you and the public. Mr. Gershman has a wealth of knowledge in the solid waste
field with 35 years of experience advising government and the industry in the
development of collection, recycling, waste-to-energy and disposal-related programs,
facilities and services by providing planning, procurement, negotiations and project
financing support. He is the primary author and instructor for the Solid Waste
Association of North America, or referred to as SWANA, the Paying for Your System
course. He is past member of the SWANA Board of Directors and the Maryland
Recyclers Coalition, as well as its past president. In 1993, Mr. Gershman received
SWANA's Professional Achievement Award and currently serves as a member of the
National Recycling Coalition's Policy Committee to the Board of Directors. And so with
that, we are prepared today to present the results of our plan to you. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Mahalo, Director. And before we go any further, I want to,
besides thanking you, Members, for being here, thank you for making yourselves
available for the entire day. We have a session for this item in the morning. We'll take a
lunch break, and then we will return for the second part of the presentation. We didn't
want to use the first part of the meeting to do the entire presentation, because it would be
too long for you to absorb and digest all the information being presented. So we decided
to do it in two parts, in the morning and in the afternoon. So at this time, Members,
without objections, the Chair will call a short, five-minutes recess to allow our Staff to
prepare the Chamber for the presentation.
. . . Okay. This meeting is in recess. . . .(gavel). . .
RECESS:

9:15 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:21 a.m.

CHAIR MEDEIROS: . . . (gavel). . . The meeting of the Infrastructure Management Committee
is now called back and reconvened after the short recess. Thank you, Members. At this
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time, we're going to turn over the presentation to Mr. Harvey Gershman of GBB
Consultants. Mr. Gershman, proceed.
MR. GERSHMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. Thank you, Cheryl.
Aloha, everyone.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha.
MR. GERSHMAN: It's, it's a pleasure to be here to make this presentation to you and give you
this extensive briefing. Before I begin though, I want to first congratulate Maui for
raising the 2008 World Series Champion centerfielder. Way to go. That's great.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mr. Gershman? Yeah, I'm sorry to interrupt you. Just, just hold on for a
minute. I just wanted to make a, mention to the, our Members. Members, I believe the
morning presentation that Mr. Gershman is doing is going to be approximately an hour or
little more than an hour? Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: Little more than an hour.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And, Members, I would prefer, as the Chair, to not interrupt the
presentation with questions but to make note of your questions on a notebook, and then
we'll ask the questions after the presentation is done. All right? Mr. Gershman, continue
please.
MR. GERSHMAN: Thank you. This morning's briefing will provide you what was presented at
the five public hearings prior to receiving public testimony on the draft Integrated Solid
Waste Plan for the County of Maui in August, 2008. Maui is one of the most beautiful
places in the world and this plan, when implemented, will help keep it that way. The plan
has over 1,500 pages that make up its 14 chapters and 12 appendixes. These appendixes
are made up of some 47 separate documents. This plan is based on a very thorough and
in-depth review of the County's operations and best practices nationwide as well. The
briefings today are a summary of that. This is the outline for this morning's briefing. We
also have included here a summary of the public information meetings and testimony
taken at the five meetings and the comments received from the State of Hawaii's
Department of Health. Our response document to those comments are available on the
County's website. I want to take this, this, this time also to thank the County staff
involved in this--Cheryl, Gregg, Tracy, and Hana and Patience, who worked very closely
with, with GBB, and all the other staff in the Solid Waste Division as well. This was a
real team effort to put this on. And the members of the Solid Waste Advisory Committee
also, and we'll talk about them some more in a moment.
So why do an integrated solid waste plan? State law requires it, that it be updated, that
the plan be updated every five years. This plan took about a year to prepare. It's a
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blueprint for the future of solid waste management in the County. It includes specific
recommendations for the three populated islands and regions within them. State law has
a recycling goal of 50 percent. The County however as of Fiscal Year 2007 was at
34 percent recycling level. So there's some distance to go to at least meet the State law.
For the programs you have, being at the 34 percent is a very commendable level to be at.
The State law also requires each County to consider various solid waste practices for
handling your waste. As this County continues to grow, the County must provide for
infrastructure to collect and process the recyclables and have other methods to reliably
and economically handle other materials destined for disposal in an environmentally
acceptable manner. Current tonnage generated in the entire County now is at about
1,000 tons per day. One thousand tons per day. With estimated growth, waste generation
will climb to over 1,400 tons per day in the year 2030. Now 1,000 tons per day is, and up
to 1,400 is about 50 to 70 tractor trailer full of garbage, just to give it some perspective.
If you think about waste trucks, garbage trucks that might be 200 to 280 trucks filled per
day. So this is a lot of, a lot of material that has to be handled every day.
As we, as I go through this briefing, there's some terms to remember. This page
summarizes some of the abbreviations that you'll see in the slides, like "C&D" for
construction and demolition materials; like "commingled" referring to mixed containers,
plastics and metals, not paper, just plastics and metals recyclables; "HHW" household
hazardous waste; a "MRF", M-R-F, a materials recycling, recovery facility;
"single-stream", now that's when you combine the mixed paper that's recyclable with the
commingled containers and that's called single-stream recycling. The County's
Department of Environmental Management supported the plan process and participated
with the Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee. DEM and the Solid Waste Division
support the scenario selected by the, by the committee. State law also required the
County to form an advisory committee, appointed by the Mayor, to review the plan
during its preparation, make suggestions and propose any changes that it believes are
appropriate. The Mayor appointed 16 members to do this. Two Council Members,
Mr. Medeiros and Victorino, were part of this group. And this group participated in a
seven-day research tour to see and learn best practices firsthand in Oregon and California,
and think about how what they saw would apply in Maui. This was a very exhausting
trip to go see all these facilities, and it provided a sound basis for which the committee
went into its various meetings. After this trip, the committee had 12 publicly noticed
meetings to hear presentations, learn and exchange ideas. As a result, the committee
developed 18 consensus points that became recommendations. By the way, all of these
presentations are included in the appendixes of the plan, and they're online as well.
Now as a baseline, let's review the current solid waste practices in Maui. The County
includes five islands, three of which are populated and have provided solid waste services
including collection and disposal services. The plan addresses the three populated islands
of Maui. Next slide. The County collects from households that voluntarily subscribe for
service--keyword here is "voluntarily"--and are on County-approved roads as well. Less
than half of the eligible households subscribe for service which is currently charged out at
$14 per household per month for 192 gallon equivalent service; in Lanai, where the cost
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is $7 per household per month because Lanai receives once-per-week collection service.
If residents received automated services--that's where the truck collects the cart and loads
it automatically into the vehicle--the carts are serviced twice per week. For those without
carts and non-automated service, their setouts are collected once per week. Not all of the
homes on the islands have subscribed to County service, less than half. About 47 percent
subscribe to County service now. There is no curbside recycling service currently
provided by the County, although some private companies do provide it at an additional
fee. The current, the current County recycling rate is 30 percent, 34 percent as I
mentioned, achieved through tremendous cooperation from generators and businesses and
promoted by the County's education efforts. There are some nine comprehensive County
recycling centers and 17 County or private redemption centers to redeem HI-5 containers.
There's a zeal for recycling in Maui. Walking this morning, I saw recycling cans
everywhere along Kihei. The County has a very successful public/private partnership at
the Central Maui Landfill with, with EKO Compost for its green and woody waste
processing that combines the biosolids from the County's Wastewater Reclamation
Division. It produces an award-winning compost to sell along with excess mulch. In
Fiscal Year 2006, over 50,000 tons per year were recycled in this way. Very impressive.
Another private company also does some excellent work with waste. Pacific Biodiesel
collects fats, oils and greases--short, FOG--and converts approximately 5,000 tons of this
FOG into 2,000 gallons of biodiesel fuel. At the Hana Landfill, yard waste is piled up,
while at the Molokai Landfill yard waste is piled up and periodically processed through a
grinder and given away to residents. There are also other collection opportunities for
paint and batteries, electronic cycling events, and a dozen sites to drop off residential
used motor oil for recycling.
On Maui island, not including the Hana region, waste is collected from 24,000 of the
51,000 eligible properties. The rest of the people self-haul their waste to Central Maui
Landfill or other drop-off locations they find. There is no recycling collection at these
properties. The network of recycling and redemption centers have to be used. People
have to take their recyclables to a location to get them recycled. There is the Central
Maui Landfill and a private landfill also for disposal. The private landfill takes C&D
materials. To get rid of white goods, appointments can be made or one can deliver
directly to a processor. There are no collection services for bulky or green waste. There
also is no permanent household hazardous waste facility open to residents for residents to
use.
Now moving to Hana. In Hana, just, refuse is collected once per week for about a third,
one-third of the 670 homes. Collected refuse and refuse delivered by individuals is taken
to the Hana Landfill. For recycling, there is only one redemption center. Green waste is
segregated at the Hana Landfill but left unprocessed. The Hana Landfill also takes a very
small amount of material--some 1,400 tons per year in Fiscal Year 2006, 1,400, very
small amount. There are no other provisions for recycling nor for household hazardous
waste separation and collection there.
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In Lanai, on Lanai, about half of the 1,300 homes there receive refuse collection once per
week, and it is an automated service. There's only one redemption center on Lanai, in
Lanai City. The Lanai Landfill also takes a relatively small amount of waste, 5,100 tons
per year. There are no provisions for any other recycling there, whether paper containers
or green waste or bulky materials or automobiles nor household hazardous waste. As you
may know, there are plans now to add a recycling center at, at the, in the outskirts of
Lanai City.
On Molokai, about 25 percent, a smaller amount of the, of the homes, the 2,400 homes
receive County-sponsored manual refuse collection. At the landfill, there is a HI-5
redemption center and drop-off functionality for other recyclables. Some household
hazardous waste separation is conducted there and other materials too are kept
separate--tires, batteries, and so on. As of July 2008, recycling for large metal and white
goods started. Green waste is periodically ground up by a grinder at the landfill and
given away to the public for free. In, in 2006, the landfill there disposed of 7,600 tons.
This chart shows the growth that's expected for waste and recycling. With increasing
population, waste generation continues to grow. Recycling at the current percentage just
doesn't go far enough to offset the growth. And without additional waste minimization
and recycling efforts and perhaps waste-for-energy products as well, there will continue
to be significant reliance and consumption of land space for disposal. Now let's review
disposal in the County. Please note both the year in which Central Maui Landfill and the
DeCoite construction and demolition landfill are filled. Let's see if I can. . .Central Maui
Landfill is shown here to be full in 2024. That's assuming that when the DeCoite C&D
landfill is full in 2012, the C&D waste from it would go to Central Maui. If that doesn't
happen another two years of landfill life can be added to the Central Maui 2024 date.
Remaining capacity at Central Maui is, is, is calculated based on the currently designed
six phases of construction. The tonnage per day that's received there is 550 tons per day.
In Hana, the landfill here has significant capacity left with only 3.8 tons per day being
disposed of here. Of all the landfills the County owns, the Hana Landfill has the most
remaining life for the fill rate. In Lanai, the landfill is projected to fill up in 2020 as it
receives its 14 tons per day. 2020 is not that far away. In Molokai, the landfill is
projected to fill up in 2015 as it reaches, as it takes, its about 21 tons per day. 2015 is
even closer than 2012, 2020, excuse me. Clearly more capacity is needed for your next
generations. These factors were key to the recommendations that are being set forth here.
Now let's review the global fmdings. With three islands and the remote area of Hana
there are special challenges to providing reliable, environmentally responsible and
cost-efficient services throughout the County. So are there opportunities to vert and
recycle, recover materials and energy products from the waste stream so the County is
less reliant on landfill capacity? Absolutely. During the time the plan was being
prepared, we saw recyclable materials more valuable than ever before. We also saw
unprecedented increases in the cost of fuel which with it comes an increased value for
energy products that could be derived from waste leftover after recycling. Since the plan
was prepared, like the economy, the value and demand for recyclables have, have
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decreased greatly. The cost of fuel energy has also decreased significantly. However
these resources are known for their cyclical price fluctuation. The question is what is
best to do and what is appropriate to do in Maui? That is what was evaluated by GBB,
studied by the SWRAC and the County and the result, recommendations made in this
plan. We needed to make assumptions in our economic analysis for the various
revenue-producing elements that were being considered. As this slide shows, the
revenues are significant. For materials sold, the prices shown happen to be unreasonably,
reasonably high compared to recent changes in the marketplace that's being experienced.
Materials sold from recycling are commodities, and as such are subject to fluctuation.
The value of energy as electricity now requires additional explanation as it is subject to
the result of negotiations with Maui Electric, and it does naturally reflect the cost of fuel
Maui Electric experiences, which is generally fuel oil. At our briefing this afternoon,
we'll update the financial projections reflecting current market values. The net cost for
recycling will generally be higher than in the plan. We did not include any revenue for
HI-5 redemption values when the plan was being prepared. We have new information on
that to review with you this afternoon on that matter, too.
Five scenarios were evaluated. The recommended scenario had the overall goal to have
60 percent of all the waste in the County be recycled in some beneficial way--so, going
from 34 percent to 60 percent. Now let me highlight the key recommendations made by
SWRAC and supported by the County's Department of Environmental Management and
Solid Waste Division that are included in this plan. These plan projects are essentially
additions to what the County is already doing. I will go over all these again this
afternoon and go over some sensitivities, as I mentioned, due to the recent economic and
policy changes that have occurred recently. The first recommendation I'll review is the
materials recovery facility, the MRF to process recyclables. This plan recommends a
County MRF be implemented. The MRF would provide the infrastructure to process and
sort the additional flows that can be economically created from your homes, businesses,
hotels, schools, this building, everywhere. A County MRF will ensure collected
recyclable materials are properly processed and prepared for markets, so they can reenter
manufacturing stream and be turned into new products we can use again. It is
recommended that the MRF be sized for about 200 tons per day, be centrally located and
be . .(Change Tape, Start Side 1B). . . this MRF is a key element for the County to be
able to reach the 60 percent recycling goal, a very key element. It was recommended that
if, if this was added the County consider it be implemented as a design, build, operate or
full-service public/private partnership project.
For residential services provided by the County a universal service is recommended.
This universal service would be provided to all single-family residents on
County-approved roads rather than be voluntary as is done now. Now there are some
27,000 households that subscribe. When all the households on the County roads are
provided this service, this household will increase to approximately 44,000. Trucks drive
by all these 44,000 homes now but don't stop because everyone hasn't subscribed. This
will be a more efficient way to collect waste and recyclables. Residents would receive
large rolling carts to put trash and recyclables in, these carts would be collected in a more
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automated manner reducing the cost of collection significantly and making working
conditions for collection crews much safer. Waste would be collected once per week and
single-stream recyclables collected every other week. Because of the size of the cart
there's adequate storage room for recyclables to be collected every other week. By
providing this universal service there should be less open dumping, more sanitary setouts,
neighborhoods will be cleaner and there will be less traffic as well. The new curbside
recycling collection would be for all single-stream recyclables, all clean and dry paper
products along with a wide range of plastics, glass and metal for delivery to the new
County MRF for processing and marketing, and not disposal at the County landfill The
MRF must be available to start collection of recyclables. So the MRF comes first and
then the collection services. Yard and green waste would also be separately collected so
that more materials can be added to the already significant composting and mulching
operations in the County, more diversion, more saving of landfill space. For bulky and
white goods collection it's recommended that the County expand its appointment system
for these materials to be picked up. For all solid waste, bulky waste and recycling
questions and requests a one-number call center would be implemented and established to
handle all calls and requests for services, and help assure a responsiveness and follow up.
As I mentioned earlier, the private disposal capacity for C&D materials is projected to be
exhausted in 2012. Much of these materials are recyclable but need a processing
infrastructure to accomplish that. Without recycling the closing of the C&D landfill will
add another 50,000 tons per year to the Central Maui Landfill's receipts. So again in
order to preserve the valuable disposal capacity in the Central Maui Landfill it is
recommended that the County initiate the development of a 170 ton-per-day C&D MRF
or recycling facility. It was recommended that if this is added the County consider it be
implemented as a design, build, operate, public/private partnership.
In addition to the recommendations already mentioned, more will be needed to reach the
recommended 60 percent level, more than the additional residential services that I
outlined. The current drop-off recycling centers should continue and be improved. They
would be equipped to receive and consolidate all recycling various, for recycling various
kinds of electronic waste that County residents and businesses generate, to keep them out
of the landfill or to keep them out of the WasteTEC, the waste-to-energy technology
facility and get them recycled. With a single-stream MRF it will no longer be necessary
to separate recyclables at the recycling centers into separate materials. They could be
dropped off in a combined manner and later processed at the MRF. The most significant
element of what will need to be done will be to require commercial generators including
restaurants, multi-family properties and resort properties and condominiums to separate
more. Jurisdictions that have achieved 50 percent and greater do this, and it works as
long as there's a collection and processing infrastructure that can support it. Mandatory
commercial recycling ordinances will be needed to accomplish this, and an expanded and
more robust public education effort will be needed to be added to what you're doing now
so that this can be sustained. "Sustained" here is the keyword, it has to be ongoing
forever.
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A very important protect-the-environment recommendation was made to implement a
permanent household hazardous waste facility, centrally located on the island of Maui.
Household hazardous waste collection in, in Hana, Lanai and Molokai would also be
provided. More E-waste, reuse and recycle partnerships would also be developed for
greater diversion of these materials. No longer would residents and businesses have to
store these materials forever or be tempted to improperly dispose of, dispose of them.
State law requires looking at waste-to-energy and conversion technologies. The
recommendation made here in this plan is to study this further, noting that there are
proven technologies and several emerging technologies that are being promoted by
companies and being considered by local governments in other parts of the United States.
For the value of energy and the desire to minimize land for disposal this should be
considered further. Recently President Obama has challenged the energy industry to
double the amount of energy derived from renewable energy sources. Converting
waste-to-energy also, is also considered renewable in the State of Hawaii. It was
recommended that if this is added the County consider it be implemented as a design,
build, operate, full service, public/private partnership. As mentioned, the SWRAC has
recommended further study of, of WasteTEC. This chart summarizes GBB's current
characterization of the risks and liabilities associated with various technologies in this
WasteTEC group. Some are more proven than others. The ones that are less proven are
making advancements by the some 100-plus different companies out there hoping to have
bonafide offerings to help meet the growing waste disposal needs while producing fuel
and/or electricity products to offset local energy needs. At whatever time the County
may decide to include WasteTEC, it should only consider those technologies that are well
proven and offered by contractors that have a proven track record and financial resources
to stand behind their offering and operate it under a long-term, full-service contracting
method. The projections made for WasteTEC are based on proven mass burn, modular,
waste-to-energy economics updated for Maui. I just want to point to this facility on the
top. This is a 1,000 ton-per—day, mass burn waterwall. That's a kind of construction
method. It's a field-erected unit. This one is located in Alexandria, Virginia, has all the
latest pollution-control technology on the back. This is the mass burn, modular plant,
lower profile. This is about a 400 ton-per-day facility in Springfield, Massachusetts.
And this is the technology and type of plant that was included in the plan projections,
lower profile, and it's called modular because the equipment comes in pieces and is put
together in modules at the site and a building built around it. This is all field-erected, like
a power plant, little faster to build this, 36 months to build this, about 24-30 months to
build this. The output-assumed electricity, the net output of this facility would be
significant to Maui island, some 14 megawatts, being able to send out over 120 million
kilowatt hours and displacing about 5 percent of Maui Electric's fuel oil purchases. Very
significant. This is an expensive addition to your system which brings two benefits. It
extends Central Maui Landfill from 2024 to 2042, a significant 16 years, and reduces
Maui Electric's reliance on importing fuel oil that has been shown to have significant cost
volatility. And it's provided through a base-load, renewable fuel-generating station using
the waste that can't be recycled.
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Now let me continue with more disposal recommendations. The Olowalu Convenience
Center would be converted into a transfer station as a convenience and efficiency
measure so that both County and private haulers would not have to travel all the way
back to Central Maui Landfill to deliver waste and recyclables. So the little trucks with a
ton, three tons, five tons would be consolidated into a big tractor trailer with 20-22 tons
and make the trip. For disposal, the Central Maui Landfill would remain open. By
reaching 60 percent recycling the life of the Central Maui Landfill would be extended to
2031. If WasteTEC is implemented it would receive the residue from WasteTEC instead
of untreated waste. Residues from the MRF would also go there. With WasteTEC,
Central Maui Landfill's life would be extended, as I mentioned, to 2042. Now Central
Maui Landfill is expected to reach capacity in 2024 with C&D coming to it, and 2026 if
the C&D does not come, come to it in 2012. In Lanai and Molokai those landfills would
be evaluated to be put on standby, a status that has to be worked out with the Department
of Health. Waste and other materials would be transported to off-island locations for
proper management. In Hana, your landfill would be put on standby and a full-service
convenience center added. Waste and recyclables would also be, would be brought back
to Central Maui Landfill.
Now let's compare, do a comparison of the current versus the recommended systems.
This table provides an overview comparing the current services and costs with that which
is recommended. The plan recommends that the County serve more customers with its
services and programs so that a higher level of recycling can be achieved and achieved
efficiently as well. In this way landfill capacity is used up at a much slower pace.
However, these added services and programs would come at a higher cost than is
currently charged. Future costs are projected to, to be about double, double what they are
now, and that's with having no General Fund contribution when it goes to double. The
General Fund contribution would, would go away if all of these recommendations are
implemented. It would mean that the County would be exceeding the State law for
recycling and be managing its waste and materials in a more environmentally responsible
manner using the energy value of what can't be recycled to reduce reliance on importing
fuel oil for generating electricity and minimizing the land resources that are used for final
disposal.
At this afternoon's briefing, we'll review what makes up the components of these costs
and break them out so you understand what additional services and what the costs are
added for those additional services. We'll also review the benefits that come with
making these specific changes. On Maui island the most changes would take place.
There would be a new MRF, universal residential collection, a household hazardous
waste facility, a C&D MRF and a WasteTEC facility if that is decided to be done. The
County would also put in place future rules affecting customers that are not serviced by
the County to increase their recycling levels as well as to support the higher recycling
goals. In Hana the big change would be universal residential collection. The landfill
would be evaluated for going on standby, a status, as I mentioned, that has to be worked
out with the Department of Health. And if it does a transfer station or functionality
would be added for bringing the waste and recyclables to Central Maui Landfill. A
-12 -
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convenience center would be added for waste and recyclables and other materials.
Household hazardous waste would be collected at periodic advertised events held
regularly throughout the year. On Lanai the big change would also be universal
collection. The landfill would be evaluated for going on standby as well, and waste and
recyclables would be transferred off Lanai to either Central Maui or perhaps to another
island. The same would apply to recyclables along with household hazardous waste
collected at periodic events and advertised regularly throughout the year. On Molokai
similar changes would be made. Universal collection for, for everyone. The 600 homes
that receive collection would increase to 1,200 homes, would increase to 1,200 homes of
the 24 [sic] homes on Molokai. The landfill would also be evaluated to go on standby,
and waste and recyclables would also be transferred off the island. And household
hazardous waste and other recyclables would also be, events would be held.
Five, as, as Cheryl mentioned, five public information meetings and hearings were
scheduled and held to provide the public with the opportunity for testimony. County staff
had handouts available with information about the plan and presented a PowerPoint
similar to this one you're seeing this morning. Following the information presentation,
the hearing was called and public testimony was taken both verbally and in writing. State
law requires only one hearing be held, but because of the geographic extent of Maui and
where services are provided the County DEM decided on these five locations. It's very
good. Each of the locations were attended by 5 to 12 attendees and testifiers. The public
testimony is summarized into 18 different points here. Generally, the comments given
were, were positive with some concerns raised. There appears to be support for the
recommendations while some made, make the point to keep in mind the services they
would like to have continue going forward. There was a strong statement made, a strong
statement made for more recycling and diversion programs and services and having them
available to more Maui residents and businesses, including for green waste, derelict cars
and appliances, which by the way all of these have been addressed in the plan
recommendation. There was also support for waste-for-energy or fuel production in the
comments. Testimony supported paying more for increased services, C&D recycling and
adding a household hazardous waste program. The concerns raised included that the plan
will sit on the shelf and that if waste-to-energy is implemented that air emissions and ash
generated bring health risks. Again, these concerns were already addressed in the draft
plan published at that time; additionally, we have addressed all the testimony and
concerns in a document that has been prepared and posted on the plan's website. The
concern about waste-to-energy, reducing recycling is an interesting one. Practice with
most of the other waste-to-energy facilities in the United States is that where
waste-to-energy is present recycling is greater than where it is not present, anyway the
key in sizing the waste-to-energy facility so that it allows a significant level of recycling,
the 60 percent level of recycling. Future growth in the waste stream, which is forecasted
with your population growth, can also be first addressed by expanding diversion and
recycling programs. The plan for waste-to-energy has 40 percent of the waste stream or
about, the waste stream going to it while 60 percent is diverted for recycling.

- 13 -
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In November 2008, the State of Hawaii Department of Health provided its comments on
the draft plan. The State sent a five-page letter with comments that mostly added to the
discussion already in the draft plan and requesting clarifications on a number of points in
the plan. The Department of Environmental Management has formally responded to all
of the Department of Health's comments by sending a response document, and that
document has also been posted on the plan's website. There was one major comment to
note about how the draft plan recommended considering landfills go on standby for Hana
and Lanai and Molokai. Standby is not a permitting status that exists with the State. The
Department of Health recognizes the potential benefit of this suggestion and wants to
work out how that can be accomplished. Lastly, the closing comment was the most
significant, congratulations to the County, the Department of Environmental
Management, Solid Waste Division on a draft plan approved by the Department of
Health. That is a very, very good accomplishment. So congratulations to you all too for
having a State-approved plan. The County Council is not required by State law to
approve the plan. We hope that the Council will view the plan as a document that helps
track the course of the County's DEM as they follow it for requesting changes to solid
waste services, to the infrastructure you have for solid waste, to the policies that effect
solid waste and for funding in future budget requests.
As mentioned earlier, this briefing continues this afternoon. After lunch, we will start out
with a review of how recent changes in our economy affect the financial analysis and
projections made in the plan. I'm sure you're aware of our nation's economic crisis and
the general slowdown of the world economy. This has affected the world of waste as
well. We'll also have more time to answer your questions and discuss the plan.
. . . Are there any questions you'd like to ask me at this time?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mr. Gershman. . .Members, you want to ask questions in this format
because you may want to have the slides available or you prefer to just ask questions
when we close up the, well, put away the equipment and return to a regular meeting?
Any comments?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Close.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . .(Inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . (Inaudible).. .
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. So what we're going to do, Mr. Gershman, I'm going to call a
short recess. We're going to put up the screen and discontinue the use of some of the
equipment, and then we'll reconvene after the recess. Okay? This meeting of the
Infrastructure Committee. . .Management Committee is now in recess. . . . (gavel).. .
RECESS:

10:03 a.m.
-14-
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RECONVENE:

10:14 a.m.

CHAIR MEDEIROS: . . . (gavel). . . The meeting of the Infrastructure Management Committee
is now called back into session after the recess. Today is February 24 th , 2009. At this
time, Members, we'd like to open the floor for discussions and questions. We do have
the Director of Environmental Management, Director Okuma is here and also the
consultant, represented by Mr. Harvey Gershman. Members, the floor is now open for
discussions and questions. Under, under protocol, Members, I'm going to call on the
Members first and then the non-voting Member following that. So, Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. I guess if you go down the row,
we must have lots and lots of questions. I have a whole list, so I'll just ask one to start
off with. First of all, I'd like to comment that I really like the plan. It's very complete
and there's a lot of good stuff in it. However, I had, you know, a major question when I
saw that we were proposing to bring or truck in, I guess, waste from Hana and then get
waste coming from Lanai and Molokai. And I wondered about the cost of this compared
to what we're doing now.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And I, you can direct the question to, I guess, Mr. Gershman. I
don't know, it's up to you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Let me have the Director first respond or give comments, and then
Mr. Gershman can also.
MS. OKUMA: I believe that that will be an added cost, but why don't I let Mr. Gershman
address that specifically.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Gershman?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. The cost currently at
call them the "remote locations"--those
three locations are very high, very high. So by bringing it back, it's less costly, there's
actually savings. So it still costs money, but it's less than, you know, what it currently
costs. These are very small amounts of material that are handled there and the cost per
ton is very high. And it also would reduce your long-term, you know, liability with
monitoring, you know, the disposal, the landfills at those, at those three locations. So
it's--from a long-term standpoint, it's a better place to go, particularly if you're going to
be recycling 60 percent of the stuff. You know now there's very little recycling except
for the, say, the 111-5 containers, but in the future there'd be a lot more. So it would make
the cost even higher per ton, making it less costly to bring back. And even with
transferring, you know, from one island to the other, it may be that the island it's
- 15 -
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transferred is not to Maui, it's to Oahu. So that would have to be determined at that time,
you know, and look at pricing.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, thank you very much. Seeing that suggestion, you know, it
kind of made me wonder because we know how much it costs to transport things. But
thank you very much. I'll defer to the next person.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. I'm going to go right down the line and I'm
going to have Mr. Nishiki follow the regular Members. So, Member Kaho`ohalahala,
would you have some questions?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yes. Thank you. I was wondering--in your
evaluation of systems that are in place and your site visits, you had mentioned going to
Oregon. . .I believe, and I missed the other-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: California.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: California? My, my question has to do with the
systems that are conducive to islands. Did you take an opportunity to look at island
situations that are similar in size to our Maui Nui islands? You know, they're all various
sizes. And when you're looking at island living and island communities, how do you,
how do you plan for waste, you know, management in, in those kinds of conditions? I
am just wondering if that's something that you took the time to, to look...
MR. GERSHMAN: We, we did not visit any islands. It so happens my firm does quite a bit of
work on islands. Today as I sit here with you, we have people sorting garbage in the US
Virgin Islands. My firm is the receiver for solid waste management and disposal in the
island of Guam. For the Guam government, we're, we've been appointed by a Federal
District Court to be in charge of garbage there because their dump has been polluting a
river. We've also worked on the Cayman Islands. So we have quite a bit of work, and
we've worked for you in prior years, as well as the island of Kauai. So we have quite a
bit of island experience. In addition to you being, you know, an island with several
islands, you have to follow US regulations--the same regulations everyone else has to
follow in the, in the United States. The major difference, its actually, you know, it's
actually easier to think about planning your system in some ways, because you're an
island and you don't have a market or a region that goes beyond your County boundaries
to have the waste go to, or to be, you know, be transported to for processing or disposal.
That actually limits what you can think about. So with that as the, I say, an overriding
constraint, one has to think about sustainability more carefully, because, you know, an
island isn't going to pop up five miles off the shore ten years from now. But it could, a
facility could pop up in a neighboring county on the mainland that could serve the
county's needs that it's in. Now the, the facilities and the services in Oregon and in
California are, you know, represented best practices that, that we were taking, we, we
planned the trip for. And they are services that, you know, meet regulations, laws in
-16-
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those states as well, Federal regulations that your services would have to meet here as
well.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. I, I guess, you know, the idea of
sustainable communities and sustainable islands and because your proposed plan now
would be to, to perhaps close down the landfills on Molokai, Lanai and, and Hana. And
then again the question raised earlier, when you're looking at sustainability then are these
the most sustainable practices? Because now you're looking at, and even if you're saying
at this point you, you say that the cost to, to move the waste from one island to another is
more efficient, you know. And I just have a hard time understanding the efficiency if I'm
looking at sustaining an island community And I would think that there are other ways
in which to try to manage that, and maybe on the front end a community might consider
reducing their consumption of, of materials, you know, so.
MR. GERSHMAN: Reduction of, reduction of waste should absolutely be, you know,
promoted. If we don't make the waste we don't have to manage it. You know this plan
assumes that waste will continue to be generated by, you know, by all of us. If there's
less that's great and that, you know, that will make it easier. But, you know, with all the
efforts that, you know, places have done that have very, you know, aggressive programs
there still is waste leftover that has to be disposed of. The highest percentages of major
cities or regions are, you know, 50-to-60 percent recycling. A Seattle, a San Francisco, a
San Jose, major, you know, major areas, and some smaller cities, you know, do, do that
as well, Olympia, Washington, for example. But there's still a lot that's leftover, you
know, that has to be disposed of in some way, and either a lined landfill which is very
expensive to build and care for forever, you know, or to use that waste that's leftover and
recover the energy value from it and at least get something out of it, you know, versus
burying it. And, you know, the more that can be reduced, reduction, reuse, having a
reuse center...we, the group saw...I wasn't on the trip personally but I've seen most all
of those facilities that were visited in other trips I've made. In Monterey, California, they
have, I forgot the name of the, the area, a big building, large lot, a paved lot where
materials have a . . . (Change Tape, Start Side 2A). . . just came back to me, excuse me-the second chance mercantile where you can look at stuff that wasn't thrown out, that was
saved for reuse: piles of newspapers, National Geographics, desks, furniture, appliances,
shelving, artwork, baseball gloves, footballs, helmets, you know, all sorts of stuff. People
come in and they pay by the pound, you know, a few cents a pound so that the material
doesn't go into the landfill there. They have a landfill and they have a very high
recycling rate. They have a C&D processing facility there to process the
construction/demolition materials that come from new construction or remodeling or
demolition activities in Monterey. Monterey is a very beautiful place. Even though it's
not an island it attracts a lot of people, visitors like you do here. And they have a very
good system to support the needs of recycling as well as the disposal.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Member Kaho`ohalahala, you done?
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah. Okay. Member Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. Thank you for that presentation,
Mr. Gershman, very interesting. I visited a waste-to-energy plant in Virginia that was
managed by Waste Management and, and I thought that was very innovative for that
particular community, because the community itself benefited from the waste-to-energy
plant that was, the site that I visited in Virginia. I have a question, though. The MRF
facility that we talk about, you know, possibility here for Maui County and I see some
numbers $18 million to construct that MRF. What size of building are we looking at?
And maybe for the Department if you can help me, you know, is it feasible to locate it
next to the landfill or, or a separate area? I understand that MRF facility is pretty much
labor intensive, also.
MS. OKUMA: Right. And -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Director?
MS. OKUMA: --while Mr. Gershman is considering the question let me just say that in terms of
the material recovery facility being next to the landfill, yes that is a concept that we are
certainly taking a look at, thinking that that might be more efficient for the Department to
have it placed right there. Of course that's going to require the acquisition of land, and
we would probably be looking at something in the neighborhood of 15 to 20 acres of land
next to the landfill.
MR. GERSHMAN: The size of the building for 200 tons a day--and in the plan you'll find this
in Chapter 13 for your reference. There's a table, Exhibit 13-3. It's very detailed,
outlines of the capital and operating costs for all of these infrastructure additions that
we've outlined here. Forty thousand square foot building--the footprint of the site
without any buffer is about three acres. And we'll talk, we'll talk a lot this afternoon
about the Central Maui campus concept and the amount of land and what would be on it.
That's a very important concept to advance for this plan to be successful. You could
have all these facilities anywhere but from an efficiency standpoint and given that while
we've recommended that, you know, the smaller landfills be closed or go on standby and
materials be brought in, having that all in one place just, you know, makes a lot of sense.
But the complex, as it's laid out now, there isn't you know open space that's you know
untouched by fill operations, or other operations or quarrying operations that you can put
this complex on. You, you know, you need to, as Cheryl mentioned, you know, acquire
some property hopefully right next door so it's right there and collocate it with the, with
the existing operations.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you for that piece of information. You know I think the
idea of locating the MRF system facility next to the landfill is great. The possibility, the
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possibility of also utilizing probably the gas from the landfill to power that MRF facility,
you know, it's going to be close by. We just as well utilize the energy that we can
harness from the landfill. That make good sense.
MR. GERSHMAN: I, I totally agree.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chairman, one more question before I pass it on to
Mr. Victorino.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Certainly.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You talk about universal service. And where you come from,
are there any jurisdictions that have universal services and, and the problems that they
had to go through to, to, I guess, you know, bill customers in, if, in a county or a state,
how did they achieve that? Because if we go universal service here on Maui, you know,
we do have like private subdivisions that we got to contend with, you know, as an
example. And how do we reach those people to, to pay for universal services?
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Let me, you know, I want to mention the Cayman Islands because
that's a project, an island I worked on during the time of this one. They provide a
collection service to every household on a, an island street, not gated, and they provide,
you know, curbside collection pretty much from cans, not, not from carts yet. They're,
they're not there. But everyone gets collection. People don't have to bring it.
Contractors bring stuff to the landfill there but everyone has service at their home. You
don't have that now, you know, every other person. The truck, you know, picks up at one
person who subscribed, goes by a couple houses, picks up at another. I mean the truck's
going right by. Those people that don't get the service take their material somewhere.
Or who knows where it might go? There's stuff on the sides of roads as you know. And,
but you're already going by them, you know. It would be so much more efficient to be
able to give them the same service and end up with a cleaner, a cleaner, a cleaner island.
The, it's not difficult to implement the service. People will complain. Anytime there's a
change, people will complain about change because there's extra cost and whatever. But
once it's done they, they will love the service with the carts. There hasn't been a place
that I've run into where once someone got a cart and got this service they didn't like it,
and if you tried to take their cart away they would very, very unhappy. They don't want
to go back to cans, they don't want to go back to putting the stuff on the pickup truck or
the bag in the trunk and taking it, you know, to the landfill and taking that extra time.
You know we get, we get spoiled easy, you know, with these improvements, and this is
an improvement. Universal service would be a major improvement to, to, for, for people.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you for the response. I had come from an
industry where we tried to go universal service, but again, you know, you know, it's a
hard sell. We got to make sure that if we do present it to the taxpayers here on Maui that,
you know, we do a selling service in regards to what we're trying achieve here in Maui
County. So thank you for your response. Thank you, Chairman.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Welcome.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Councilmember Nishiki, any
questions?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: He doesn't have any questions?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Oh, I'm sorry. Did you go yet?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, you know what, I, because I was apart of all of this
and probably have a better insight, I will allow Councilmember Nishiki. 'Cause the,
some of the questions I was going to ask, he's been talking about it. So I'm going to
allow him to ask the questions if that's okay with you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Member Victorino. Councilmember Nishiki, proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And I want to stay with universal service and then hit
other areas. When this charge was applied to the users, a law was passed? In other
words, their body like us will have to pass a law that's saying that we mandate everyone
to use it? Is that how -MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --it was done?
MR. GERSHMAN: That's how it would be done. You would have to change your ordinance,
your regulations that affect solid waste collection and require, and what's recommended
in the plan is everyone on a County-approved road. And many of the gated communities
aren't County-approved roads, so they would not be treated as, you know, to receive
service. They would continue to get service the way they get service--by contracting
directly or not. But you can only go on County-approved roads, and that's what the
44,000 homes, the basis of.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And, and, and this concerns me because close to
40 percent of the people now do not accept County services. I don't know if we can't get
to their homes or what the answer is, and maybe the lady next to you could answer that
question as to why the percentage, 40 percent is people that don't do it. And then finally
you can ask the, answer the question then where do they put it?
MS. OKUMA: I'm not sure I can answer why they don't subscribe. There's probably some
areas where it's not accessible or other areas where they just don't wish to subscribe and,
and make that payment. And if they are not a subscriber, then we can only speculate on
what they do, you know, with their trash. Either they're bringing it down to the landfill
themselves or take, taking care of it some other way. I don't know why people don't
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specifically subscribe when they have a choice in certain areas and what they do with it if
they don't.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So you don't have any statistics in Maui County as to where
we don't provide service and that may be the reason why the percentage is so high?
MS. OKUMA: We, we...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The other may be gated -MS. OKUMA: Gated areas.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --areas -MS. OKUMA: We...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --and, and finally people that may be offering the service right
now, not the County. Is there a private company -MS. OKUMA: There's private...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --that's offering this?
MS. OKUMA: There's private companies, but they would have to pay for that. But we do know
what routes we have both manual and automated. So we do know who we're servicing.
So that we do know.
MR. GERSHMAN: Let me clarify. The 44,000 number of possible County customers is just
those on County-approved roads. There are more customers out there in the gated
communities, so we're not counting them because they're not on County-approved roads.
The people that don't subscribe have done that voluntarily. They have to provide for
their own method of getting rid of materials. They'll, they can recycle, go to the
redemption centers, go to the recycling centers and take waste mainly to Central Maui
Landfill for no charge, same thing at the Hana Landfill, same thing at the other landfills.
They can deliver by themselves at no charge. So they're, they're having, the ones that
don't subscribe to residential service are having access to your facilities and disposal
services at no charge currently.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And then help me understand also because I want to
stay right here. Then in this graph here you talk about the pickup once or twice per week,
refuse service, and then you talk about an agreement with the union, controls, pickup per
route. And then you have 1,000 automated, 350 manual.
MR. GERSHMAN: What slide are you on please?
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CHAIR MEDEIROS: Give him the page number.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Eight. And, and help me understand this because I, I, I want to
know in the end, sir, when this big ticket item is finally, come to us what do you
envision--and, and I only know this terminology "source separation". Okay? But now
Wayne Nishiki sits at his home, what will finally be given to me? Am I going to have to
separate my wet, my plastic, my glass? And, and finally given, because now you got this
facility--and I don't know, is that something that we get in the Council or this community
gets to choose, or is there something that you've already chosen for us in this
presentation.. .
MR. GERSHMAN: Now if you...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . . . I as --

MR. GERSHMAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --the, the homeowner.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Now...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You're coming to me.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Now turn to Slide 20 for a second and we'll just talk about the, the
type of service that you would get if the County decided to advance this universal
collection and additional services. You see three colored carts on Slide 20.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. A blue one, a black one, a green one. This is in Ontario, California,
just for a reference. This is pretty similar to Seattle, Washington, San Jose, California,
many other West Coast type cities, and a best practice for residential service. In the blue
cart is all your clean paper, plastics, glass and metal all together, not in separate bins, just
all together. You put them in, just as you generate them now. Instead of putting them in
separate, you just put them in that blue cart, all of them together. Okay. So there's no
additional separation. The separation is recyclable waste. Recyclable waste, that's the
separation. Simpler, much simpler for you. The black cart gets the waste. Now the
green cart is the organic material, this is your yard waste, palm fronds, old flowers. Now
if you went to food waste collection, you could put the food waste in this cart too. This is
what Seattle's doing, San Francisco's doing. So this is a possible addition to the yard
waste collection. So you'd have three systems. Two of those carts, two-thirds of that
volume goes to recycling--the blue cart, the green cart. Two-thirds, 66 percent, you
know, the weight volume. So it's roughly, you've got a container system that's already
showing the resident that here's your containers for recycling, two-thirds of the waste
stream, which is what the plan says you should do. And that is what a resident could do.
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A resident could get to 60 percent recycling if it has this nice convenient, containerized
service. If it doesn't, if it says, well, you bring the yard waste here, we've got this
location, it doesn't happen. The yard waste ends up in the black can, it ends up as
garbage, and the landfill gets it, or the waste-to-energy facility gets it which is not what
you want. You want it to go to the best place it can which it'd first be recycling. And
then what you can't recycle in those blue and green carts, you would put in the black cart
and have that collected every week. And that would get disposed of where and how you
all decide it's done. This would be a service you would have to provide, you would have
to decide to make. This isn't, this is a plan, this is a guide. This is, you know, you have
to, the Department has to submit specific requests, programs, budgets. You have to
approve them before any of this happens. So, but this is the vision, if you will, of how to
get there.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And, and, and fine because I think that we were told earlier on
that this was approved by the Department of Health; therefore, this is just for
informational only. But, Mr. Chairman, in the end we're going to have to decide if we're
going to finance this and, and, and look at the big ticket item. And we're going to have
people out there also screaming at us or whatever. So I think this is a good time for us to
understand how this presentation affects the pocketbook of many of us that may have to
pay for this. And, and, and the next question, sir, is why is glass, plastic and what else,
aluminum?
MR. GERSHMAN: And, and bi-metal cans, steel cans.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right. Why is it all in the same thing9 Isn't it then going to
have to be given to a homo sapien that's going to have to separate them?
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And why not separate at them the onset?
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. The economics of and convenience of separating them initially
doesn't work as well as putting them all together. Programs have shown that you get
much more material by having the single-stream collection, 30 percent more material.
It's much more convenient for you take up space for that one blue bin than have, you
know, the milk carts if you will for all the different materials and then load your car or
wherever you take it and unload them. That's a very inconvenient way to do it. Or to
have them collect it curbside. That's the way programs started. This is been an evolution
in recycling that is happening, you know, across the country. These single-stream
programs are taking over as the predominant best practice, more efficient way to ask the
resident to separate. And then that mixed material is taken to a facility that's a
combination of processing equipment and people. It's not all people sorting, there's
equipment. There's screens, there's belts, there's magnets, there's Eddy Current
Separators to kick out the aluminum cans, there's air classifiers and there's people
sorting, you know, at different stages. And in fact this facility has just the, the MRF, just
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28 people in it, okay, in addition to, you know, the processing equipment. So it's
reasonably labor, you know, there's a reasonable amount of labor. But that's the efficient
way to do it and to be able to prove...the key thing at the end of this MRF is that you
produce products that you can sell, that you can put in a shipping container and have
someone who will want to buy it and take it from you day in and day out, you know, on a
reliable way. Maybe the price is going up and down, but the stuff is able to move. So
this manufacturing facility of recyclable products is the way to do that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Now...
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Councilmember Nishiki, I want to allow everybody -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: --about four or five questions at a time and then we're going to start over
again.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And, and I'll ask my last question for, for now.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: From the commercial area, is this going to be the same law that
we initiate also? Because I, you got big hotels, and I don't know how they're dumping
right now, some people source separate. But others I don't know.
MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So is that the same recommendation you're going to have -MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --for the commercial people?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. I've noticed...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Because they probably, and I don't know the answer, I don't
know what percentage of the waste stream is commercial hotels, or commercial
restaurants or whatever.
MR. GERSHMAN: Your commercial waste is probably a little more than half of the waste
stream in the County. You will not reach 60 percent Countywide unless you pass strong
regulations requiring similar kinds of separation. As I mentioned, this has been done in
other places where they want to make sure they get to these higher levels of diversion.
Private contractors, some are, some are doing a better job, if you will, working with the
properties, than others, but if you establish a requirement that, you know, properties need
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to provide for similar separation, those same three kind of separations--different kind,
they're not, they're not carts necessarily, they're more boxes but it's the same
separation--it can happen.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay...
MR. GERSHMAN: It can happen. And it's, it's been done. This is, this is, this is how people
are moving toward higher levels, but you will have to set those ordinances up. There will
need to be, you know, promotion, education and enforcement as well.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, there's a lot of us--or
fortunately, that live in condos and apartments.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Big amount. . .including visitors. So I think that's something
we, we need to look at. I'll, I'll allow more-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --questions . .(inaudible). . .
MR. GERSHMAN: If I could add one more, one more comment? I've, you know, when I come
to work here, I stay at different places. And I've stayed in places that have had good
recycling. And I've stayed in places that don't tell me a thing. You know I keep my own
bag and bring it somewhere to do it 'cause that's who I am, but, you know, when you're,
you know, the people that come here to visit know about recycling. Most, most
everywhere, you know, there's recycling going on, you know, in the mainland and from
Canada, whatever. They bring that habit with them. But if they're not given or if they
don't see that, you know, in their rooms, they won't do it. It will be, I think, pretty easy
for people to, to add that to their daily activities in Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I, and I think you're right because most people that I've
encountered are disappointed, Mr. Chairman-MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --with what we have here in Maui County.
MR. GERSHMAN: Right, right.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So this is the -- 25-
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CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --right...
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Councilmember Nishiki. Thank you for your understanding
and cooperation with us -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: --limiting the questions. But I want to recognize Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And just to continue on the same
track. I think one of the things that we all understood in our tour, the thing that came
across very, very poignantly by the people that are doing these recycling centers no
matter what phase, whether it's hazardous material, whether it's the MRFs or whatever.
One of the things that we were given to believe and really understood was the first part of
this process is education. 'Cause without that, nothing else seems to go. 'Cause even
regulations didn't seem to make an effect until education was kicked in. And they have
effective regulations that really made sense to people. So, Harvey, first question I have to
you--isn't a big chunk of this component, once we've established what we want to do, is
the education to people, what this means and how this will be beneficial to the future
generations?
MR. GERSHMAN: Absolutely. Absolutely. And it needs to be, it's like a campaign that never
ends, you know. That's what is needed to get to 60 percent and be at 60 percent. You
need these rules but you need this ongoing campaign to put stuff in the right place, to not
even generate stuff. You know reuse your coffee cup. Reuse, you know, the containers
if you can. Go to a thrift shop to buy a shirt instead of to, you know, to Kmart and buy a
shirt or wherever you go. You know, do that kind of stuff, reuse more. And the building
materials you didn't use to finish that rec room, you know, take it to the, to the Habitat
for Humanity so someone else can use it, rather than, you know, bringing it to the landfill
and throwing it in a box, you know, that kind of stuff.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And, and let me go with another question. When we were
in, especially San Francisco this was very apparent, and they've been on the leading edge
as far as recycling 'cause they've gone even to plastic bag bans. I mean they're, they're
really out there. One of the things that we were strongly told was even though rules and,
and regulations and fines were in place, that a lot of allowance was made so that people
understood. So by the time they got to the third violation, for example, as what I used to
hear pretty, pretty regularly from the, the people that were discussing this was us. When
you got to the third violation and then they got the fine, the vast majority of the people
kind of like, oh, I got all these chances and I didn't understand it, or I didn't want to do it
or I was just plain lazy, barn, they paid it. So I think that was another thing that
enforcement came in a gradual --26-
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MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --but consistent, level manner.
MR. GERSHMAN: One of our clients, the City of Plano, Texas, you'll like this name they give
their enforcement program, "Three Strikes You're Out". They, they put a little dot on the
cart if the person, if the household did it wrong, okay. They put a dot so the collector
knows that that house did it wrong. People don't know there's a dot on the cart, you
know, they, you know, it's underneath the lid, they have a place they put it where you
don't know, it's just a little dot. All right. So they get one dot. If they get a second dot
the driver calls the route supervisor, and the route supervisor rings the bell and goes to
that resident and says, you know, you've got two dots on your cart. What that means is,
you know, the first dot we gave you a little slip of paper, it said you're doing it the wrong
way, do it this way. You got a second dot, you didn't listen, just telling you that the third
dot you get a fine. And just what you said happens, the third dot does, happens very
rarely and people comply 'cause they, they're taught to do it the right way.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I think that was very important in this, this whole
issue of whatever we so choose, whatever the County and, and, and a private,
private/public partnership that we may get into that these things will give people an
opportunity to understand the importance and even the carts, having three carts, once a
week pick up for different items. You know, I think this will all be a method of
education. And, and because I've, I've studied this plan I know there, there's still some
weaknesses, and the biggest weakness is when we decide or what decide as garbage-toenergy or some form of recyclable garbage. And, and I think this is the area that we
could never come to a conclusion in our Committee meetings. But anyhow, I'll let other
Members ask some more questions and I'll come back. Thank you, Harvey.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Victorino. I wanted to ask a few questions before I
recognize Member Baisa again and go down the line. Mr. Gershman, the diversion of
34 percent which is the current diversion percent that we're experiencing in Maui
County, what brought the consultant, yourself, the company or the Department to that
percentage? Was HI-5 statistics included? Was parks containers included? Was private
containers, County recycle centers? What, what generated the 34 percent?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. The answer is yes. All the, all the materials that are, you all prepare
a report per the State, you know, guidelines on reporting, and that's your, that number is
from your annual report. And all those materials are part of that counting. You know
what you do at your, at your centers, the private people that report, the HI-5 redemption,
all that tonnage is, is in there. Yes.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that response. I want to follow up on some of the
Member's questions on universal refuse collection, and they had some very good
questions. And I don't know if they asked this one and if you answered it. But in other
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jurisdictions is the universal refuse collection fee incorporated in another tax such as real
property, such as motor vehicle registration? Did you find that in other jurisdictions?
MR. GERSHMAN: There's one universal collection that's provided. There's generally two
ways that the service is paid for. In, within the property taxes the revenue that's raised
pays for it and there's no separate charge, everyone gets the service, there's no separate
charge for it. And the other way is that there is a separate charge for it. Now, the
separate charge could be directly in a separate bill to the resident or it could be included
on the property tax bill as a separate line item. This becomes, you know, a matter of
preference if you will. And the ladder is what, what was the . . . (Change Tape, Start Side
2B). . . then we'll talk about this afternoon. So that that revenue could be used to support
the debt, the capital, the bonding that's needed for the various facilities that we're talking
about.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. Yeah. Thank you for that, also. I think some of the
considerations we have here on how we do that is important in not generating additional
paperwork and additional staff to do that. So if we incorporate it with a billing that's
already been done, we take that consideration in and, and, and pretty much eliminate any
additional personnel or, or so forth. Is that your finding, also?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. We, we encourage that. And Cheryl mentioned I, I give a course on
paying for your system, and the best practice on billing is to include it as a line item in an
existing bill that already goes out. Whether it's a property tax bill, a water bill, an
electric bill that the community has going out, try to piggyback on that so that you have
less paper. Also, try to do it online if you can so that there's no paper.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that. I, I just have, finish up my questions, then I'll
start the questioning again with the Members. And staying with universal refuse
collection, did other jurisdictions when they did that need to negotiate a new contract or
considerations to the labor unions because it was going to be additional pickups?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And, and...
MR. GERSHMAN: The existing agreement would need to be, you know, modified to reflect,
you know, a different, different sets of services.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you. And then, fmally, the size of the containers you
pointed out to Councilmember Nishiki on Page 20, what size containers were they?
Because I, I believe our containers now is...
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. These are, I can't read the number on the container.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
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MR. GERSHMAN: But I think, but I think they're 64-gallon carts.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: They may be 96s but I think they're, I think they're 64 gallons. Now, and
that's also a matter of choice what size cart you provide for which material. We
generally like to see the recycling carts larger than the waste cart, it sends a good
psychological signal.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And, and just a comment. You know, Member Baisa and myself
were able to visit some of the facilities you have in Virginia that you hosted us on and
showed us. And certainly the single-stream was an impressive facility to visit, and I
think it kind of answers Councilmember Nishiki's question about, you know, putting
everything together but then when it gets to the facility it gets separated. And so it was
very interesting to do that. Members, before I start the questioning again, you know, the
Chair's goal is to have you ask additional questions. I ask you to be as brief as you can in
the description of your question, and I'm asking Mr. Gershman and the Director also to
be as brief as possible and yet get all the information out on their responses and this in the
interest of time. We're going to have an afternoon session and we don't want to take the
afternoon session too late or we'll lose quorum. So we want to be real efficient with our
time as much as possible. Hopefully, we'll take a lunch break. If we're done with
questions by 11:30, we'll start at 11:30, if we're done by 12:00 we'll start at 12:00. But
we don't, I don't want to take a meal break after 12:00. So with that said,
Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Thank you very much, Chair. Just a brief comment and then a
question. You mentioned our trip to Virginia where we got to see the MRF and we also
were able to see the residential collection, and we also were able to see some of the
collection centers. And because we were fortunate enough, some of us, to be able to
visualize and see this I think we have a little bit of an advantage. And I was wondering if
it might be possible if Mr. Gershman could possibly supply us, maybe, with a video of
this so that the Members and the public that couldn't make the trip with us would be able
to see? Mr. Gershman?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mr. Gershman?
MR. GERSHMAN: That is possible to do.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: And, Member Baisa, I think that's a great suggestion, exactly what you
said, we saw it so we know what it is, what it does. But for people that haven't seen it,
it's a little different to visualize something that you're reading on paper. So, yeah, thank
you for that suggestion.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know sometimes, you know, a picture is worth a thousand
words and actually seeing how that operates, how all that stuff comes in and how it gets
separated, segregated and then put in those bails for shipping or in containers to sell. It's
really a wonderful thing to see. So anyway I'd like to have that. My question, in the
recommendations about the outlying areas again, you mentioned standby status for Hana,
Molokai and Lanai, and there was a note that this standby status is not recognized by the
State. Are you going to modify the plan to deal with that or somehow work to get that,
you know, get the State to recognize it? How does, how does that work?
MR. GERSHMAN: We had discussions with the State about it and they agreed that's a good
idea. They just don't have a place in their current rules about it. So they said if this is
what the County wants to do we will work with you on making that happen in some way
to be determined. They were open-minded about it, it was a very, it was a very nice
response. They, you know, I don't know if, I can't remember if you mentioned, Cheryl,
but they were at all the, almost all the SWRAC meetings and were there every step of the
way. So they were well informed and I think they recognize that, you know, the
suggestion as being a good one that they should be able to accommodate.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. I have more questions, but I'll defer to
others.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. Member Kaho`ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah. You know just continuing along that
same topic. My original question had to with the, the efficiency of moving waste from
Molokai, Lanai, Hana to, to another location and the practicality of that. Right now the
only services for barge on Lanai and Molokai is to Oahu island. So what now occurs
with that waste stream should we implement that, that, that...
MR. GERSHMAN: That's, you know, we looked into that cost and that was part of our review,
and if that were the only, you know, method that existed in the future that's probably
where we would suggest it goes, you know, and not, not bring it back, not bring the
material back here. And we would have to, you know, the County would have to do a
procurement to arrange for that service or set that up. And, and talking to the, the
marketplace we, we think that's very doable.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. So you have looked into that as...
MR. GERSHMAN: That was part of what, our review. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. Okay. I'm okay for now, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Kaho`ohalahala. Member Pontanilla?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I was going to ask some financial kind
stuff, questions and -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Member Pontanilla,...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --schedules and I know it's going to be this afternoon.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So just to remind the rest of the Members, the 60 percent target
date, you have any idea in regards to that particular year?
MR. GERSHMAN: Oh, that, that you would be at 60 percent -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: --if you follow the plan? I think we're at 2012, if I remember -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: 2012.
MR. GERSHMAN: --was the, the date that universal was projected to be implemented. You
know you need the MRF to be there, you need MRF services available before you have
all this recycling collection to happen. So that's really, that has to come first.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, Mr. Chair, this afternoon we'll be covering the
WasteTEC technologies and some of the benefits and drawbacks and all that? That'll
will be a part of this afternoon's discussion, yeah?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: I'll let Mr. Gershman answer that.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes, we will go into the economics a bit more. If you have some questions
about the technology we really weren't going to go into a, if you will a technical review.
So if you'd like to ask those now I'll do the best I can to answer them.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well I, I really wasn't going to get technical but I wanted
to ask like over here and we've, we had discussions on these matters, the risk liability and
the risk summary. And just so that the public understand we have a number of risk
liabilities that are listed here as you showed earlier today. And then you have very low,
moderate, high, moderately high, okay, or moderate-to—high I should say. So would you
explain to the public and to other Members what this all really means in that respect? I'm
not getting into the real technical points --31-
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MR. GERSHMAN: I got you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --I don't think I want to get to that yet.
MR. GERSHMAN: Now this is on, on Slide 25.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's correct, on Page 25. I apologize.
MR. GERSHMAN: Page 25.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Page 25, yes.
MR. GERSHMAN: I'm going to restate my, my closing comment about this chart. The County,
you know, when the County, if the County decides to do WasteTEC, it should only
consider those technologies that are well proven, okay, and offered by contractors that
have a track record and the financial resources to stand behind their offering, and to
operate it under a long-term basis. So when my firm summarizes the different
technologies over on the left column. . .and puts a "risk name" on it, if you will, we keep
what I just said in mind. So that means that mass burn/waterwall has very low risk
because there are companies like that out there and the plants are proven, they're
operating successfully, well within environmental regulations, you know, that exist today.
There's companies, many, you know, many being, you know, actually less than the
number on my hand--about five--that can offer you that kind of technology and service.
Now the modular is not very low, it's low because there are fewer companies.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I see.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. And there, there always has been less interest in the smaller plants,
But it is good technology. There's a number of places that that plant that we, you know,
the plant we sized and put into, you know, your economics is based on Springfield,
Hartford County, Maryland; Wallingford, Connecticut; Pittsfield, Massachusetts. The,
our currency in our pocket is dried with steam that comes from a modular
waste-to-energy plant in Pittsfield, Massachusetts that sells the steam to Crane paper. All
our currency paper is made with garbage steam. I wonder why, why our dollar's so
weak.
ALL: . . (laughter).. .
MR. GERSHMAN: . . .(laughter). . . But anyway that's true, it's been that way for, since. . .'81,
that plant's been selling Crane paper steam. So that's why the modular gets a low, it's
not as many people. Now on the RDF, dedicated boiler also gets low. Companies aren't
interested in building those kinds of plants anymore. Now what is RDF/dedicated boiler?
Everyone familiar with HPower on Oahu?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. That's RDF/dedicated boiler, refuse-derived fuel. The waste is
processed, shredded, they're classified, made into a light fuel fraction, and the heavy
fraction gets materials recovery. Okay? And the, and the light fraction, the fuel has a
higher BT . . . (inaudible). . . it goes in a, like a bagasse boiler, you know, like your, like
your HC&S boiler here. It goes in one of those, you know, vertical spreader/stoker coal
bagasse-kind of boilers, and it's a very good system. The companies don't like to process
the garbage. It's very dangerous, it's, it's hard work, there are explosions. You probably
heard of an explosion once in a while--not heard the explosion, but heard of it that, that it
happened.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. GERSHMAN: So that is, is also deemed low. Now there's another way to burn the RDF in
a fluid bed and this is a fluidized bed where there's a material in a container,
containerized combustion chamber that bubbles and it fluidizes with the waste and helps
burn it. It's just a different technology. And there's fewer companies that offer that, so it
gets a moderate. Now as you move down the list, these are the conversion
technologies--the pyrolysis which is burning in the absence of, of oxygen or gasification,
or anaerobic digestion which is basically what you do with sewage sludge is you, you
know, digest it, it generates gas. Well, here, people are talking about doing that with
garbage and mixed-waste composting where the waste is composted, chemical
decomposition. Those are all high because there are new companies offering or no
companies offering it. Like this mixed-waste composting, you can't go to the
phonebook, you know, the national phonebook and find a mixed-waste composting
company. They're not there, there's no one there. There used to be a couple, they built a
plant, they couldn't make it work and they're out of business. So that's why, that's
what's in those ratings. The technology may be okay, but no one's offering it. So that,
and, and this is, this is a chart, by the way, that we've been using to kind of summarize
where technology is. I'm giving a speech next, next week in Florida. Now I will use this
chart and say just what I said to give people a perspective if you want to buy WasteTEC
today--what do you focus on buying and how do you buy it--and this is what we, we talk
from.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I think that's the way the Committee wanted to put
that word, term "WasteTEC" because we weren't sure whether plasma arc and many
others that you even, was brought up and discussed, but yet is it ready, is Maui ready for
it? Is the, is...
MR. GERSHMAN: If you, if you want to, excuse me, yeah, if you want to rely on this thing and
not look back, you want the ones that are "low", "very low".
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. You know maybe the "moderate", okay. But not the "high". You
know, so it depends on when you buy it. Now five years, now you look at this chart, I
may have scratched out one of these and put in "moderate" because there's a company in
Canada, Interchem that's built, too, and they work fine. But I don't know that today. I
would not advise you to buy from someone like that unless you weren't afraid of looking
back, you didn't care if it worked or not.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, Harvey. I just wanted the clarification
so that people understood what this risk liability and the risk summary meant. It wasn't
so much on the safety issue--although safety may have been part of it, and it wasn't truly
an environmental issue, although that might still be a part of it--but it's really more of the
economics and how this would really come to pass if we choose some of these different,
what I call WasteTEC technologies, yeah. Thank you, Harvey. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Victorino. Councilmember Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. You mentioned 200 tons a day that we handle here in
Maui County. Does this include the commercial, the pickup and also those that don't use
the pickup service?
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Two hundred tons a day--can you show me where you're looking at
so I'm looking at the same...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, I just wrote this down, am I wrong?
MR. GERSHMAN: There's a, I think if we look at the disposal chart, let me find it. And Maui
County was 400. Okay, Central Maui Landfill handles, on Page 15, 550 tons per day.
Now the 200 tons per day was the size of the MRF.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Oh, okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: All right. That was the size of the, of the MRF. Now the MRF is sized to
take both the residential material that the County would collect from this universal
service, what's brought to the convenience centers and what's caused by the commercial
ordinances if those commercial collectors wanted to use the facility as well. What
generally happens when a, when a jurisdiction implements a MRF like this, commercial
materials find its way to it because they just do, 'cause there's no other place to go.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. GERSHMAN: And so you need to provide for some of that in selecting the size of the
facility.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And, and that's important only because the next
question. In areas that you have done work for them, you got your commercial area and
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then you've got your County run, but they all go into the County facility. I want to make
sure that it's fair for all of us whether we're going to accept the County-run trucks or
whatever, and also the commercial people that are dumping into the same pond. And
now those of us that are in the County that are not in the commercial area or we may be
also, our fee is fair also with the commercial. So number one, I would think that we, we
have to mandate that whatever process we're using in the County the commercial people
also do. Because that facility is going to handle it in, in that manner.
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Now my question is have you figured out a fair way in which
we charge the commercial people what is, what we are, what we are due because we're
going to be paying for it?
MR. GERSHMAN: In the plan we did what we call a full cost review of your different solid
waste functions and what they all cost to look at the cost to do it. And we compare that
to the revenue that that service provides just to get to that question to find out if the
service being provided is supported adequately by the revenue that's collected. We found
that it is not. And this afternoon when I go through the discussion of the future, the
recommended system, what the future could look like, the recommendation is that the
service provided is covered by the revenue that is charged, the rates that are charged so
that there isn't subsidization of, of one ratepayer over another.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. In other words. . .if I can cut to the chase, you're finding
that the household people are subsidizing the commercial?
MR. GERSHMAN: No. No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Opposite?
MR. GERSHMAN: It's the other way around.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Wow.
MR. GERSHMAN: The household people are, are being subsidized by the General Fund,
the. . .and the commercial tipping fees. The person that drives up and gets rid of their
materials without paying anything is being subsidized by the General Fund and everyone
else that pays a monthly fee or a tipping fee.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Because we're going to have to . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. GERSHMAN: It's in it, right now you have a, an equitable system and a system that
requires a significant and growing General Fund contribution. Now that's your choice. I
mean, you know, you decide your policies.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's a policy.
MR. GERSHMAN: There's, you know, there's nothing wrong with what you do. If you decide
to go toward something that's more, you know, pay for the service you get, that's your
decision. People are all over the place on this when you look at this across the country.
All over the place. But I have to say when people look at it after doing a plan like this,
they come to the logical conclusion that people should pay for the service they get, you
know, and it should be more equitable. And that's what the advisory committee
determined--that people should pay for the service they get, and that's the
recommendation that's imbedded in the plan and that I'll, I'll go into more detail this
afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Councilmember Nishiki. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. And this should wrap up the things that I
really wanted to talk about. First of all, I wanted to ask, and I know this is not about the
plan but it was information that, it caught my eye in the plan, and maybe the Director can
help me with this. At the present time, I noticed that they don't have white goods
collection on Lanai. What happens to their stuff?
MS. OKUMA: . . . Uh . . .
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Director?
MS. OKUMA: We don't, we don't really have a good way to handle that. But I believe in the
past how that stuff's been handled is we had a special event, basically, to remove a lot of
those things. And that's basically the only way we, that I understand it's been handled
that way.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Wow. That's, that's not a good thing and I'm hoping that if we
do this new plan that then we can, I guess we're going to transport that stuff here to take
care of it. Because, you know, it's such a blight and an eyesore to have all these dead
appliances all over the place or thrown into gulches or wherever people see them. Even
with our pickup, many times we see stuff on the side of the road and it takes a while for
folks to get there. And I understand everybody's busy. But people just dump stuff unless
you make it convenient for them to take it somewhere. Anyway that caught my eye.
And then the second comment that I have was when you mentioned about the meetings,
the community meetings that were held on the plan, it was mentioned that there were five
district meetings. And it was interesting to me that there was a figure thrown out of
between 5 and 12--was it testifiers or attendees at these hearings? 'Cause, you know,
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that's really a sparse public input for something as important as this that it's going to
affect so many, I mean everybody. Comment?
MS. OKUMA: Okay. Our recollection is that number included testifiers and those who were
present, excluding the staff that was there.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I see. Well, you know, that is of concern to me because this is
such an important thing, and if we're going to make a decision here that's going to affect
people's rates and, and things maybe we need to publicize this a little bit more, Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. And just to add to what you were getting to is
that the, many of the communities, I think the attendance was low because they had no
understanding of what that plan was all about. And so, right, you're right. The
attendance was low.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Maybe if we could go out and take that video that I'd like to
have, that would spark attendance and interest. You know once you see it, then you
know what it is and you appreciate it.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. Member Kaho`ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Chair, I have questions about funding and stuff,
so I'll reserve that.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. That's for this afternoon. Then we can, if you can hold that
question for then, that would be appreciated. Member Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. I'll, I'll wait for this afternoon. Thank
you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'll also wait till this afternoon, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you. Councilmember Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Everybody's done? Okay. Final comments from the Director or
Mr. Gershman before we go into recess for the lunch?
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MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. This afternoon we have actually a lot more to go through, a lot of
details. My part will take a little longer. So let's have a good break -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Director?
MR. GERSHMAN: --and come back ready.
MS. OKUMA: No. We look forward to coming back this afternoon. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Members, I appreciate your attendance--Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. If we're going to take our break now
and it's not quite 11:30, will we reconvene at 1:00 or 1:30?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: It's the Chair's recommendation that we come back at 1:00 p.m.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That'll make the afternoon shorter.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: You're right. And, and, and hopefully the afternoon, we can be efficient
and so we don't lose quorum. I know Member Baisa has some other commitments at
4:00. So I'm sure Mr. Gershman is, Gershman's going to be really good about the
afternoon. Councilmember Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I heard that he's leaving today and that's why we only have
him for one day, is that true?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: I have, no, the Director may or Mr. Gershman may answer that. They
coordinated his travel here.
MS. OKUMA: He's, he actually is going to be here for at least one more day, but for purposes
of the presentation, it was intended that it be done in one day.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And the reason why I ask was because he's got so much
information and so much experience that when you have somebody like this, I think you
want to suck on and try to suck as much as you can. And, and that's, that's why, you
know, so often, and not against the Department -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --or anybody back here that you guys don't know. But here's a
man that has done work and, and we can ask him about facilities that are proven to be
working -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --not pie in the sky, and that's why.
MS. OKUMA: And we can appreciate that, Council Member. And let me just say that we had
thought about breaking this up into two separate days, but we were trying to be efficient
in our, our contract and that's what we have in the budget for that. So it was decided that
we would do this in, in one day instead of trying to do it in two separate, separate days.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. That's okay. For me it's like he can save us millions
SO -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --it was worth it. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Well, Mr. Nishiki, I think we, we all, you know, recognize that, that
Mr. Gershman, because of his experience and the company what they do for consulting,
certainly is an important resource for us. And hopefully if it comes to a point that we
may want to drain his brain some more, possibly on one of his other trips to Hawaii, we
may be able to coordinate for him to come by and just to meet with the Members. So
we'll, we'll see what's available to us from Mr. Gershman. Okay. Members, if there are
no further questions, we will break for lunch, return back and the meeting will be
reconvened at 1:00 p.m. So the meeting of the Infrastructure Management Committee
meeting is now in recess. . .(gavel). . . .(Change Tape, Start Side 3A).. .
RECESS:

11:24 a.m.

RECONVENE:

1:06 p.m.

. (gavel). . . Good afternoon, everyone. This is the reconvened
CHAIR MEDEIROS:
meeting, after recess, for Infrastructure Management Committee. This is, today is
February 24, 2009. Just a short recap of our morning meeting, we did have a discussion
on IM-2 and that's the agenda item, County's Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan.
We had a presentation by the consultant Mr. Harvey Gershman, and then we had a Q&A
session which we ended about 11:20. So now we're going to continue the same meeting
on the same item, and right now, Members, we do have a quorum that's why we called to
reconvene. And we're going to, first of all, Director, you have any comments before we
go any further with the meeting?

MS. OKUMA: Thank you, Committee Chair. I, I don't.
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CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Director. Okay. If we're ready for the second half of
this agenda item and the second portion of the presentation, I'm going to call a, before I
do that, I want to recognize that we have in attendance in the afternoon session
Member Molina. Thank you for being here. And so for now we're going to take a short
recess, allow Staff to prepare the Chambers for the second half presentation. Okay?
Without objections, I'm going to call a recess at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you. ... (gavel).. .

RECESS:

1:08 p.m.

RECONVENE:

1:10 p.m.

. (gavel). . . Members, we are back from recess and the meeting is
CHAIR MEDEIROS:
called to order once again. At this time, the consultant, Mr. Harvey Gershman of GBB,
will be presenting to us, the Committee, the second portion of the Solid Waste
Management Plan. Mr. Gershman?

MR. GERSHMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good afternoon, Members of the County
Infrastructure Committee. I had a good lunch. I hope you all did, too.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We did.
MR. GERSHMAN: Are you ready for some more trash this afternoon?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: We are.
MR. GERSHMAN: I hope so because there's a lot more to go through. All right. This
morning, I mentioned a few of the terms to remember, I thought I'd mention a few more.
GF is not girlfriend, it's the County General Fund, an important term that we'll be talking
about quite a bit. MECO, Maui Electric Company, another important term. WasteTEC,
we did talk about this, this morning, it's the waste-to-energy conversion technologies.
And with that let me, let me continue with our presentation outline. At this morning's
briefing, please recall we reviewed the current County system and the recommendations
in the plan. The fact that the State approved the draft plan--it has become your plan--is
very important. Again, congratulations on that--that you have a State-approved plan.
During this briefing, we'll first review some of the effects the recent changes in our
economy have had on the analysis and projections in the plan. These sensitivities are not
in the plan, they're only in this presentation. We'll next proceed with a more detailed
review of both the current system and the recommended scenario, "Scenario 3" as it's
called in the plan. And there's services and costs including the assumptions and
incremental costs for adding of these new projects to the County solid waste system.
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Another area that we'll review, overview the administrative and organizational changes
that will be needed on the County side to both implement and run the new system
efficiently. We'll review the implementation schedule that was assumed for the
recommended scenario in the plan. We will end presenting the, end with presenting the
benefits the plan would have for the County of Maui and its residents and discuss some
possible next steps and address your questions as well and any comments from this
morning or for this afternoon that you may have.
The recent changes in the economy affect the financial analysis and projections we made
in the plan. Our nation's economic crisis and the general slowdown of the world
economy affect local solid waste systems as well. Generally, when economic downturns
occur, waste tonnages go down. We are buying less and we are throwing out less. The
Dow Jones goes up and the Dow Jones goes down. It really went down this past fall and
has not recovered as yet. The Consumer Price Index, the Index is now only 0.1 percent
higher than it was in December, 2007. Declining energy prices, particularly for gasoline,
again drove most of this decline in our CPL Municipal borrowing has been affected by
the subprime mortgage market crashing, causing lack of liquidity of traditional equity
purchasers. Hopefully, that can rebound from municipal credits who are generally
viewed as stable parties. Will, where will interest rates go for municipal debt? We need
to watch and track that. The only good news is that there appears to be some short-term
benefit in putting out construction bids. Companies are hungry for work and pricing
seems to be coming in lower than estimates. As recently experienced by, by Maui
County in a recent bid for Central Maui Landfill construction the winning bid was some
25 percent lower than the $11 million budget estimate. We experienced a similar bidding
savings on our Guam project for landfill construction that just started today. There's a
general feeling of recession upon us, and our new President says 2009 will be a rough
year during which we start on the rebuilding of our economy. Will our new President
and the Congress make a difference? We all hope so. How fast will the stimulus
package be the bridge back to national prosperity? We'll have to wait and see, but as we
wait and see we've all got to do our part along the way too. The cost and value of energy
and fuel has also been on a rollercoaster, generally up in the past but now down as well.
This affects both the cost to get recyclables to markets as well as the value of fuel and
energy that can be derived from waste leftover after recycling.
This chart shows where No. 2, distillate fuel prices, have been. This is the fuel used most
by Maui Electric. For the plan, we assume the equivalent of $2.60 per gallon. In the
chart it, it shows the 2.60, 2.60 and that's where we were when we did the plan. In
December '08, the cost was $1.40 noted, which is right here, $1.40 a gallon, excuse me.
Right there. Am I getting that right?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: Dollar forty, right there.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. Now there's a line across here, that horizontal line. That's $1.79 per
gallon, that's the price Saudi Arabia announced as its target preferred world price. You
may have heard it referred to as $75 per barrel, and that's being called the world price.
Just to put this high price we were at, this price we're now at to the world price that
people are talking about. Since December '08, oil prices have went up a bit and now are
back down, less than $40 a barrel or roughly $1.00 per gallon. The new administration
appears focused on addressing our energy situation, and thank God for that, and our
dependency on foreign oil. One of the areas of focus announced by President Obama is
the challenge to our energy industry to double the amount of energy made from
renewable sources. Renewable sources in Hawaii include those fueled with municipal
solid waste, and there is a Hawaii goal to increase electricity production from renewable
sources to 20 percent by 2020. Not surprisingly with the economy's downturn there's
been a slowdown in the demand for recyclables, especially China and to some degree
India, where many of our recyclables have gone in recent years, have had economic
slowdowns as well. While the slide says unable to find buyers our industry, contacts say
recyclables are moving again, although more slowly and at lower prices than before this
downturn occurred.
In the plan, we assumed a revenue of $130 per ton, right about there. That was when that
number was picked. For a mix of products derived from processing source-separated
mixed paper and commingled containers, the single-stream flow we talked about this
morning, at the proposed MRF. A recent industry report by Waste Management, Inc., the
world's largest waste service company stated that the equivalent revenue was in the $30
per ton range in November, 2008. So from $130 per ton to $30 per ton, these are West
Coast prices. This revenue does not include redemption value from deposit containers,
and I'll come back and talk about that in a moment. For recyclables to go from Maui to
market, there is significant transportation costs. Primarily, compost and mulch stay on
Maui as, as most of the other products have to be shipped to the mainland or foreign
markets first through Honolulu and then elsewhere all at significant cost. Low prices are
one thing, but the real fear now is that markets close their doors to receiving recyclables.
Again, this is something that needs to be tracked. We can't forget that recyclables are
commodities.
As a reminder, let me next highlight the current system and contrast it with the plan
recommended system. You saw this, this table in your first briefing earlier today. This
table provides an overview comparing the current services and cost with that which is
recommended. The plan recommends that the County serve more customers with its
services and programs, and implements two recycling facilities so that higher levels of
recycling can be achieved and achieved efficiently as well. The plan assumed 60 percent
recycling occurs and that a WasteTEC facility is implemented. In this way, landfill
capacity is used up at a slower pace, extended to 2031 due to the increased recycling and
to 2042 with WasteTEC instead of the current year that the six phases of the Central
Landfill are forecasted to last through 2024. These projections assume that C&D starts
coming into Central Maui Landfill in 2013. The DeCoite C&D Landfill fill would be
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closed in 2012 current, at current use pattern. The plan also includes closing the landfill
in Hana and looking into placing the landfills in Lanai and Molokai on standby status, the
status that needs to be developed with the Department of Health, who I indicated this
morning are open to figuring that out with the County. However, these added services,
programs and facilities would come at a higher cost than is currently charged. Future
costs are projected to be about double what they are now if all the recommendations, all
these additional projects are implemented. It would mean that the County would be
exceeding the State law for recycling. It'd be managing its waste and materials in a more
environmentally responsible manner, significantly extending the life of the Central Maui
Landfill, and avoiding purchasing additional land for landfill, landfilling purposes. And
it would be offsetting fuel oil purchased for the production of electricity assuming that a
WasteTEC facility produces power for sale. In the plan, it is assumed that there is no
contribution from the General Fund, no contribution from the General Fund as currently
is the case. Rates are raised to support the cost of the operation, and bonds are raised
supported by these revenues, also not drawing on the General Fund and can be structured
in such a manner not to add to the County debt burden.
In performing the economic analysis, we made certain assumptions. Now let's review
some of these key assumptions used in the analysis and projections. An economic
analysis of both the current and the recommended scenarios were conducted. The
financials are based on Fiscal Year 2005-06 data and projections are through 2042 which
is the year in which the six phases of Central Maui Landfill design would be used up with
the Scenario 3 that was selected. We projected to 2042 for that purpose. The growth
rates, the CPI, and the interest rates are based on County-specific data including interest
rate experience on long-term bonded debt. The County's residential collection programs
are applied only to the residential sector it serves. Tonnages going to the landfill,
including all the waste generated in the County, escalate with population, percent per
year per County planning. Cost estimates are adjusted to reflect local specific
requirements, for example fringe benefits. We adjusted capital and operating costs to
reflect Maui location and higher costs. Escalation for future costs and revenues were
assumed at 3 percent per year, the general average for recent past years before 2008.
Revenues were assumed to come from three sources: residential collection fees for
County collection services, tipping fees at the landfill and the General Fund. Revenues
for the MRF and WasteTEC for the C&D MRF as well are included in their specific
economics producing a net cost and not included as a separate revenue item. In making
projections for Central Maui Landfill, we assumed an in-place density for waste and other
materials and assumed that C&D materials will require management by the County
starting in 2013, the projected date of closing the private C&D disposal operation.
This table presents the population and tonnages we used in projecting capacity needs for
the various plan elements that result in moving the County of Maui toward the 60 percent
diversion level. This table shows the tonnages generated as MSW and C&D materials
generated, the total generation, the amount recycled by the County that would go to the
County MRF, and you see a big jump. This is where curbside programs come in and
commercial ordinances produce other separate streams that also come in. And here's the
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commercial recycle there, and what's left is this material here which goes to WasteTEC
at 40 percent of the waste stream size, and the total amount disposed. There still remains
100,000 tons a year to dispose, that represents the residue coming out and waste that
grows as time goes on. We didn't assume that the diversion rate would grow beyond the
60 percent level as we went into the future. Remember the WasteTEC facility would be a
fixed capacity. It is not, it doesn't grow with the waste stream, it's fixed.
Now, we'll review the costs for the current and recommended scenarios. Based on the
current solid waste services provided by the County, it's estimated that expenses will
exceed revenue by $8 million to $9 million per year. Expenses, revenue and the excess
or shortage, and in this case, these are shortages. In this forecast of the current system,
we grow the number of current County single-family residences by inflation. We're not
assuming universal collection in the current system. We're assuming that additional
people, according to population growth, call up and ask for service as time goes on.
There still are a growing number of accounts that don't have service in the current system
as it's forecasted going out into the future. We show a continued negative balance, a
shortage in funds thus requiring continued contributions from the General Fund. Later,
we'll compare these shortages with those the plan produced with and without the support
from the General Fund, so you can see the impact on the rates.
Here are the MRF costs broken down, some more with the sensitivities. At the time of
the plan, markets for recycled products were at an all-time high generating an estimated
revenue of $3 million per year. Transportation costs to get materials from Maui to
markets are rather high and we've estimated $74 per ton. There's some good news on
recycling to hopefully look to. The State's Department of Health is now working with
the City and County of Honolulu to provide a redemption dollar amount per ton to the
jurisdiction for the curbside recyclables that it collects and sends to a MRF. Currently,
this amounts to $19.75 per ton of additional revenue. We've used $20 per ton rounded
off as an additional revenue here for the HI-5 redemption value. We've added two
sensitivities, one where recycling revenue is at $65 per ton and one at zero. So we've got
a range of costs where MRF costs could be depending upon market conditions, from
essentially no cost to as much as $130 per ton. The MRF provides assurance that
source-separated recyclables are processed to produce quality products that can be
marketed properly and consistently. The MRF is needed to support the curbside
residential recycling, a service that is assured of reducing residential waste significantly
and having a very positive impact on greenhouse gas emissions too. The MRF can
support commercial recycling as well. By the way, by doing these programs on a
voluntary basis any greenhouse gas benefits could qualify for selling carbon credits. We
haven't estimated those revenues. You may be hearing about the, the carbon tax and
carbon trading--and these kind of voluntary projects you could apply and receive carbon
credits for.
The cost for adding universal and bulky waste collection services to a larger number of
customers is next shown. Eight million in capital is estimated to purchase the trucks, the
carts and establish a central call center. The overall cost for this are $62 per ton. There
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are many residents without collection service. To achieve more recycling and have an
equal and efficient service level as well, providing the same services to all residents on
County-approved roads will result in consistency and higher quantities for the MRF to
process and market, and not send to a landfill. Improving bulky waste service will help
make Maui look and be a lot cleaner place. With this added service, illegal dumping
should be reduced, will also allow for these items to have a second chance to be reused if
still in serviceable condition and also allow for increase recycling of other items. With
expanded services and new programs there will be more questions and particularly as
new programs are implemented. Who to call? One number is better than the current
seven. Also if there are complaints or service requests, they can be tracked more
efficiently as well.
The second MRF would be for C&D materials. Rather than use up valuable Central
Maui Landfill capacity the plan recommends causing a C&D recycling facility to be
implemented. This C&D recycling facility would produce various products such as
metal, cardboard and aggregate. The C&D MRF's diversion rate should be above
50 percent and perhaps as high as 80 percent. We assume 60 percent in the projections.
This assumes transportation costs are at a minimum, because the markets would be on
island except for metals would be shipped off island. We've added two sensitivities, one
where recycling revenue is at $20 per ton level and another is at the $0 per ton level. So
we have a range of costs where the C&D MRF cost could be depending upon market
conditions, $20 per ton to as much as $69 per ton. Maui continues to grow with new
properties and improvements to others. With that, C&D materials will continue to be
generated and require management. There needs to be a sustainable infrastructure to
recycle a substantial amount of these materials to meet the needs of different types of
waste, so they are minimized for disposal at Central Maui Landfill once the DeCoite fill
is full in 2012.
In addition to the two recycling facilities, the recommended scenario also requires the
consolidation of activities and development of ancillary facilities to make operations
more efficient. A Central Maui solid waste campus was recommended on which the two
MRFs, a fleet maintenance facility, a household hazardous waste facility would be
located. Perhaps the WasteTEC facility could also be included at this location. Site costs
for the central campus concept are included in the individual facility estimates. The fleet
maintenance and household hazardous waste facilities would add about 4 million in
capital cost and about 1 million in additional operating, operations cost. Disposal of
household hazardous waste materials would be to off-island locations at appropriate
places. It's very expensive to get rid of household hazardous waste on a per, per ton
basis, but it's important to do so that landfills and/or the WasteTEC facility does not see
these relatively small and toxic components of the waste we will need to keep throwing
out. Having a central campus facility will allow for more efficient use of the County's
Solid Waste Division resources if it is all together. There'll be improved communication
amongst the programs, the people; more efficient transportation versus if the facilities
were dispersed; and reduced emissions as well with a central campus. To have the
Central Maui solid waste campus near the Central Maui Landfill additional land will be
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needed there as there is not enough untouched land on which to put these additional
facilities. A transfer station is added at Olowalu. The capital investment is some
7 million and operation costs add 1 million per year. Not shown here are the efficiencies
and cost savings that both the County and private haulers would accrue by not having to
fight traffic and haul waste and recyclables all the way to Central Maui Landfill.
Remember, a garbage truck, a recycling truck holds four, five, six tons of material. And
a pickup truck, you know, hundreds of pounds. A big transfer trailer holds 20 tons, a lot
more efficient with one driver to get the 20 tons. The road to and from Lahaina can be
slow. For the County, those savings are reflected in the residential collection service
costs. There is increasing traffic to the west end and having a transfer station at the site,
at the current convenience center, would help alleviate traffic from waste and recycling
trucks. There would be transportation savings and overall emission, vehicle emissions,
too. Again, voluntary carbon emission greenhouse savings that you could seek credits for
in a, in a carbon cap market. Converting Olowalu to a transfer station received high
interest from private haulers and could be a revenue generator as well for the County
system. Private haulers could achieve these benefits and add that, and add to the
County's revenue stream as well. The recommendation includes placing Hana, Lanai and
Molokai landfills on standby, perhaps closing them, a status that we've talked about that
has to be advanced with the Department of Health. And it also includes adding expanded
convenience center functionality to both receive and transfer waste and recyclables.
These costs assume the landfills are placed on standby, and capital and operating costs
are estimated for the convenience centers. For these three locations, the upgrades would
be a little over $4 million, and the annual cost would be about $300,000 for Hana, and
1 million each for Lanai and Molokai. For the Lanai convenience center, the Department
of Environmental Management is moving ahead with grant funding that has been
obtained here so costs will be lower than the plan estimated. Expanding the services at
convenience areas or the landfills, which will provide similar opportunities for reuse and
recycling as residents elsewhere would have, having this would help also reduce illegal
dumping.
SWRAC recommended that WasteTEC be included in the plan but evaluated further
before proceeding as there are significant ongoing activity in this area, especially related
to the development of alternative technologies to the traditional approach of mass burning
or processing into a fuel for burning and generating steam and then generating electricity.
In the plan as I mentioned this morning, GBB selected proven mass burn modular
WasteTEC technology to make our projections. The WasteTEC shows and results in
generating electricity and can provide a base load of 14 megawatts of capacity to meet
some of the growing electricity needs on Maui and reducing Maui Electric's dependence
on oil imports. Another benefit of WasteTEC is that it would significantly diminish the
County's rate of consuming its valuable landfill capacity. It does not eliminate the need
for a landfill, but the landfill is used up at a much slower rate. Recovering ferrous metals
from ash can also be done and would increase recycling. Ash also has potential for use in
construction applications. It's an expensive facility to build and operate. For the facility
assumed in the plan, the capital cost approaches $90 million and overall cost of $134 per
ton. At the time of the plan, electricity revenue was estimated at 15 cents per kilowatt
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hour resulting in a net cost per ton of $80 per ton. Lower and higher range revenue are
also shown on this chart. We show the 15 cents, we show 8 cents and we show 20 cents.
The price that Maui Electric would pay for electricity is subject to negotiation.
WasteTEC facilities using proven technologies have proven to be reliable base load
generators and should command base load, firm, reliable power generation rates. The
values presented span the possible economics of WasteTEC from such technologies; $60
to $110 per ton should be the result. There is additional news about WasteTEC
economics because of State and Federal . . .(Change Tape, Start Side 3B). . . noble
portfolio standard establishing a goal of 20 percent of power be generated from
renewable sources that include municipal solid waste. There can be renewable energy
and carbon credits to sell providing additional revenue than what we're showing here.
Also, Federal laws and programs may provide the opportunity for lowering costs of
WasteTEC. The recently signed Federal stimulus legislation President Obama signed last
week includes tax credits, grants, bonds and loan programs that potentially could also
lower the cost of WasteTEC.
Now let's review the effect of implementing each of the three facilities on the Central
Maui Landfill. This table shows the tonnages diverted by each facility, the rate of landfill
capacity savings and the avoided development and land costs for additional landfill
space. The most waste diverted, the more landfill space is saved. Combining all three
results in extending Maui Landfill almost 11 months for every year these facilities would
be operating and saving over 11 million in land acquisition costs at the current assumed
rate of $150,000 per acre, a cost that is surely to go up in the future as well. Actual
Central Maui full date will depend on actual growth experienced in the County with
respect to the waste stream and the type and timing of recycling programs that you all
decide to implement, and whether or not WasteTEC is implemented as part of the future
system and the timing of the other landfills being placed on standby.
This chart summarizes the overall capital needed for the plan projects. Some
$137 million for projects we have just reviewed, $137 million. There are also capital
costs for Central Maui Landfill which I'll review on the next slide. All these projects
can't be started at the same time. There are significant internal resources that need to be
added and planning that needs to be done to determine appropriate sequencing of these
projects given the resources that DEM and the Solid Waste Division currently have and
the direction the Council approves in future budget requests as well. The capital costs for
the disposal functionality at the Central Maui Landfill are different under the current
system and recommended scenario in the plan. These costs do not include any Central
Maui campus, and that we've already discussed. To compare these scenarios, a Phase
VII, a seventh phase of landfill capacity was added to Central Maui Landfill so that it
would last until 2042. So we took the current system and added a seventh phase so we
could compare the current system to Scenario 3 which had the six phases lasting to 2042.
There's an overall $21 million savings and another eight acres of land that doesn't have
to be acquired for landfilling if you avoid going into a seventh phase.
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I mentioned ordinances are needed to support recycling. The SWRAC also recognized
the need for ordinances and mandates to support and enforce recycling efforts in the
residential and commercial sector. This is an outline of the ordinance changes that are
needed. Right now Department of Environmental Management is doing an ordinance
review and needs to at least make changes to reflect the new DEM organization that's
been put in place. The additional projects add cost. Household, household rates and
tipping fees increase only by the CPI rate. Under the current funding arrangements and
revenue assumptions the cost for the recommended system result in needing increased
support from the General Fund from the current $9 million in the early years to over
$50 million per year toward the end of the evaluated study period. Also note the increase
in employees in 2010 versus 2020. Keep in mind that private contractors would be
employing, would, would be utilized for the MRFs, the two MRFs and the WasteTEC
facility, some 80 people that would be part of these numbers.
This chart assumes that the current rates stay in place and the, the amount needed from
the General Fund would, would increase to cover the additional revenues. This chart, this
next chart compares the current and recommended systems with each other for the years
2010 and 2042, assuming continued reliance on the General Fund for making up revenue,
revenue shortages. So without changing the rate the demand on the General Fund would
grow and grow, go from the current eight to ten towards 60 million, and you're also have
growth in tonnage as well and the growth in the size of the organization of those involved
in serving the solid waste needs whether it's your own people or contractors' people.
Very significant changes. Next slide. This slide shows the past and current pricing and
what the future pricing would be for the current and recommended system without money
from the General Fund. The future rates are set to cover costs for the given activities and
services provided customers. For example the residential rates would cover the cost of
collecting, processing and disposing of waste recyclables from those sources. There is no
cross-subsidization in the rates shown. So let's look at this a little more carefully. The
monthly rates now, you know, were 12 recently, now $14 per household. In the current,
without the General Fund, the current in 2025, not making any changes and if you didn't
want cross-subsidization would need to go up to $43. So you're wondering if there's any
subsidy that's basically an indication of some of the subsidy that is going on now. The
current, without the General Fund, in 2042 goes up a little more. The plan requires $50
compared to 43. That's a $7 increase to go from the current system, if there's no General
Fund, to the plan without General Fund, and then increases up to 75. So the big change
in these rates is really from taking away the General Fund cross-subsidization. The plan
does add cost but the cross-subsidization adds, adds cost if you will or contributes to the
rate increases as well. This is the recycling surcharge, $10 in the current system. It
would need to rise to 19 and then up to 34 per ton, 40 and 53 under the plan per ton. And
these are the tip, the disposal costs. The tipping fee at the landfill is the combination of
the recycling surcharge and the disposal fee. That's what way your current tipping fee is
calculated. There are significant changes in those, those tipping fees with the plan, more
significant changes, if you will, than on the household rate by, by not having cross
subsidization.
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Now this is a very colorful slide. It compares the current system, what I just showed you,
with the recommended plan under the plan's recommended funding approach that is no
General Fund subsidies. The top half of the X, of the Y axis is revenue, this is all
revenue. And down here, below is all costs. The first bar is the current system in 2006
and next to it is the recommended plan in 2006. So in 2006, they're exactly the same
because we haven't done anything with regard to implementing the plan. But as we go
forward in 2025, we start seeing that the amount of revenue needed above and the cost
below get larger in the plan than they do with the current system. And this is, these are
costs, revenues and costs to cover the additional projects that are being added. It requires
an increase in revenues particularly from the tip fees which covers both diversion and
disposal costs. Again, you'll see an increase in cost for 2042 from both the current
system and the recommended plan.
In order to make these changes happen and be sustained, there are significant, very
significant organizational, administrative changes required. This is the current
organizational chart for DEM and the Solid Waste Division within it. There are five
groupings of activity under the Solid Waste Division which is under DEM: the landfill
section, the refuse collection section, the recycling section, the administrative staff
section and the abandoned vehicle section. The new DEM was added in July '07 and has
six full-time equivalent staff members. The current Solid Waste Division has 101
full-time equivalent staff members as listed here. A new abandoned vehicle group has
been added while the plan was prepared. Please recall that under the current system the
staff size would grow to 139 in 2042 under the current system, and with the
recommended system would need to grow to over, to about 280 people. In the
recommended system, approximately 80 to 100 of these people are attributed to the two
MRFs and the WasteTEC facilities which were recommended to be operated by County
contractors. New projects will require additional appropriately trained staff and
managers. This is a big key to making the plan happen.
This chart highlights what the recommended scenario would require, more, more and
more to handle the planning procurement and implementation and to monitor new
operations done by both the larger staff and outside full-service contractors brought on
board for the MRFs and WasteTEC. To finance these improvements, significant activity
would need to take place to raise the capital. Rates would need to increase to provide for
the revenue to support these changes unless it was decided to continue having the General
Fund make up the difference between revenues and costs. If the Council supports this
plan, it needs to also support the growth and investment in the Solid Waste Management
Division, also.
There are choices for raising capital needed for the recommended system. Because of the
amount of capital needed paying out of current cash, pay-as-you-go is generally not an
option. Using general obligation debt that is backed by the ability of the County to raise
taxes may not be desirable as there may be other uses that the County may need for
services that do not have revenues associated with them. Private financing could be
requested for the full-service contracting projects, the MRFs, the WasteTEC. The
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experience has shown that the cost for that is generally greater, and ownership of the
asset ends up with a private company at the end of the contract term and the County is
left with no ability to continue receiving services without contracting at market pricing.
System revenue bonds that take advantage of the fee-charged customers can provide an
off-balance-sheet way for the County to finance these solid waste assets. The key will be
structuring the credit on the bonds with a revenue source that can be adjusted to make
sure revenues are equal to or greater than expenses. The plan recommends that the Solid
Waste Division become financially self-supporting in a financial system where rates
charged would support both capital and annual operating requirements. Revenue bonds
are also recommended so that the significant capital requirements are financed without
impact on the County's borrowing capacity.
I'd like you to refer to Tab 4 in your handout. . .if you would. Well, it's actually not
tabbed-COUNCILMEMBER

: Right.

MR. GERSHMAN: --but it's the fourth blue divider which has two sheets, and these sheets are
from the Paying course that I give for SWANA. Looks like this, if you're trying to find
it. It says, Exhibit V-2: Rate Structure in Montgomery County, Maryland. And the next
page says, Rate Structure in Pasco County, Florida. I live in Montgomery County,
Maryland, that's why that's there. Because I live there, I know it and it happens to be a
very pertinent rate structure. And Pasco County has a similar rate structure that they use.
It's recommended that the County establish a system benefit charge for all property
owners to pay based on their projected waste generation. The system benefit charge could
be structured to provide adequate revenue for all or a portion of the Solid Waste systems
costs, could also be adjusted in the event system revenue is not adequate to support the
systems debt. The system benefit charge, as well as service fees for residential services
the County provides, could also be included in the County's property tax bill. To help
assure that it is collected, there would be separate line items in the tax bill, not part of the
tax itself but user fees or charges underneath the property tax. This system benefit fee
and revenue collection approach is modeled after many successfully implemented system
revenue bonds like in Montgomery County, Maryland; like in Pasco County, Florida; like
in Palm Beach County, Florida and many other places. And please look, look at these
two examples in Tab 4. Full service contractors are recommended for those facilities
which produce revenues, that is the MRFs and the WasteTEC. There are significant
design, build, operate and performance risks associated with these facilities. The practice
in the industry has predominantly been to engage, under long-term contracting
approaches, single-source private companies with requisite experience and financial
resources to carryout the technology and services desired.
Go to the next tab, Tab 5. I call it Tab 5 or the fifth blue sheet, and you'll see a risk
matrix. It's from Chapter 13 from the plan called Funding, Organization, and Alternative
Scenarios or Risk Assignment under Alternative Procurement Approaches. This is a
tabulation of risks and allocation of those risks under these different procurement
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approaches. And this illustrates that when you have a facility that involves technology
and processing lot of, lot of assets, significant investment, and counts on revenues for net
costs why the full-service approach has often times been selected. In the event that
private capacity presents itself, that can address one or more of the facility requirements
that private capacity should be allowed to compete for providing similar services under a
long-term offering. There could be a cost and a, and a time to implement savings that
could be significant to the County. I understand there's a privately owned MRF for
recyclables that's being developed now in Maui County. When this is put in place, the
County would have a financially self-supporting system with portions of the system
operated by private partners and all customers being charged their fair share for the
services they receive and the waste they generate. Preparing the County for this
expansion is very critical to the success of implementing the plan with speed, accuracy
and results. More staff are needed to take on the plan projects. There is technology to
add as, as well to make sure new operations are implemented and sustained efficiently,
call center technology, routing software and so on. A new County system that counts on
60 percent recycling will also require an ongoing public information campaign that never
ends to make sure no one ever forgets where to put stuff where, so it can be properly
managed more as a resource than as a waste.
Now, we'll discuss the implementation schedule for the recommended scenario. There's
a broad outline, this is a broad outline of the elements required to implement the various
services, facilities, programs in the plan. There's some emphasis on a few of those items
in this. There are differing levels of effort required for each and differing timelines
involved for each of the plan projects. A key timeline determined for the facilities will be
selecting and securing sites for the facilities that need to be located somewhere. If a
Central Maui solid waste campus is to be advanced, the sooner that decision is made the
better, and the sooner that that land is purchased is better so that either preliminary
engineering studies or a full service procurements can assume those sites for the intended
infrastructure. The human resource element of this cannot be underestimated. There's a
lot to do here and more resources are needed to plan and shepherd the projects into
working assets and working services that can be relied upon. These facilities and
programs are recommended in the plan, are noted in the first column. Then we have the
number of months that are estimated for each of these to be implemented. There's all the
projects we've discussed and the number of months. And the last column presents the
capital. Not shown here is the time necessary to select and secure the site on which the
MRF, the C&D MRF, fleet maintenance, the household hazardous waste facility and the
WasteTEC facility would be located.
Let, let's now review the site and land size requirements a bit more for those. Here's a
listing of the facilities requiring sites and their land and office space requirements.
Overall some 22 acres of land are needed. Note that no new land for Central Maui
Landfill is included in this table as the current land gets the new plan out to 2042 without
additional land purchases for the landfilling part. Yes, new facilities require land. Can
the Central Maui solid waste campus be achieved? Does it need room for WasteTEC as
well or can the WasteTEC facility go on the area already set aside by Maui Electric
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essentially across the street from the Central Maui Landfill? The sooner this is focused
on, the better as site confirmation could take some four years to go through. This is the
schedule we included in the plan. As mentioned, it does not include the timeline for site
selection and, and confirmation.
Please pull out the last part, the last tab of your booklet. You should be able to read this a
little better than the slides that's, that I'm showing on the screen. This schedule has a lot
starting all at once. We're already behind schedule. But, seriously, this is a sample
timeline. The sequencing has to be carefully planned, recognizing the desires of the
County, the resources it can provide to make particular projects happen, and frankly, the
level of funding and additional cost the County wants to bear to upgrade its current solid
waste system to get closer to what the plan recommends. The actual schedule for
implementing plan project, projects in the plan is dependent upon these factors like
funding, site selection, land use and required, and the required staffing that DEM and the
Solid Waste Division need to prioritize and sequence the projects. The further out the
projects are pushed, the more the plan defaults to the status quo, to the current system.
The further out the projects are pushed and delayed, the more you end up with the current
system being perpetuated. The recommendations in the plan in Scenario 3 would become
moot and the Central Maui Landfill would reach capacity at 2031 or sooner through its
planned six phases of design, assuming you do get to increase recycling at some level.
Making commitments now for projects in the plan are for the future for your children and
your grandchildren to benefit from that is, it's over 20 years from now.
So why do the plan? In these next three slides, I'm going to summarize some of the
benefits of the new plan and its various elements that we've discussed today. It is
definitely a major upgrade for Maui's future. The central campus facility will allow for
more efficient use of the County's Solid Waste Division resources if many of these
facilities are all together. With expanded services and new programs, there will be more
questions--particularly as new programs are implemented--so a call center with one
number to call is better. Improving bulky waste service will help make Maui look and be
a lot cleaner place. The MRF provides assurance that source-separated recyclables are
processed to produce quality products that can be marketed properly and consistently to
support curbside residential recycling as well as commercial recycling that occurs
because of the new ordinances. Having universal collection services will provide the
same service levels to all residents on County-approved roads and will result in
consistency and higher quantities for the MRF to process and market, also provide for
greater quantities for yard waste and other organics to be composted and processed for
marketing. Fleet maintenance centralized also will help assure the County's larger fleet
for the universal collection services, and these are very expensive trucks, couple hundred
thousand dollars each generally, that they can operate efficiently and have high utilization
rates, so you don't have to have extra, extra fleet, a lot more extra fleet. C&D needs to be
provided for an anticipated, after DeCoite is full in 2013. The C&D MRF can provide a
sustainable infrastructure to recycle a substantial amount of these materials to greatly
reduce materials requiring disposal at Central Maui Landfill. Having a C&D MRF
recycling 60 percent maybe toward 80 percent will also be good for new construction that
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wants to achieve LEED status. Having a household hazardous waste facility is simply an
appropriate service to offer permanently so that there's less chance of these materials
getting into the environment inappropriately. Changing Olowalu to a full transfer station
will help alleviate traveling to and from the west end. There's a significant efficiency,
efficiency gain here that would benefit both the County and the private haulers as well,
and the private haulers would pay for that service that they would receive as a result and
it would help with the County's revenues to support that activity. Expanding the services
at convenience areas of the landfills in Hana, Lanai and Molokai would provide similar
opportunities for, for reuse and recycling as residents elsewhere would, would have, and
also help reduce illegal dumping. The main benefits of adding WasteTEC facility is that
it produces 14, it could produce 14 megawatts of renewable base load electricity supply
on Maui contributing to the State's desire to have 20 percent electricity from renewable
sources and reduce Maui's dependence on oil imports. The other significant benefit is
the significant amount of landfill space WasteTEC would bring, savings WasteTEC
would bring. Restructuring solid waste funding will also be required to implement the
plan, projects and recommendations. Others that have done this in a way that creates a
self-sustaining and supporting system, financial system that assures that the
environmental and energy benefits from the energy in your waste and recyclables, a
better way are provided for in a sustainable way and not being relying on the General
Fund.
I've learned there's a phrase Hawaiians and, and many others say about Maui--Maui No
Ka Oi. The Conde magazine repeatedly votes Maui the best island in the world. And
I'm not just saying this because I'm here presenting to you, but you're my favorite island
in the world, also.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: .(laughter). . .
MR. GERSHMAN: I've learned to appreciate that, that designation every time I visit, visit this
place. So does such a place also want to be able to say someday Maui solid waste system
no kai oi?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: . . . (laughter).. .
CHAIR MEDEIROS: No ka oi.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No ka oi.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: No ka--how do you say that?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: No ka oi.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, ka, oi.
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MR. GERSHMAN: No ka oi, okay.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: . (laughter).. .
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . . . (laughter).. .
MR. GERSHMAN: So I'm. . .you know I'm not from here.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . .(laughter). . .
MR. GERSHMAN: Right now your system does not meet the State's current 50 percent
recycling goal nor, nor makes use of the waste leftover after recycling to help reduce our
dependence on foreign oil. There is clearly more that can be done, as the plan describes,
to make your solid waste system better. Your plan was developed in conjunction with
your residents and some of yourselves as well. Maui's a wonderful gem and its solid
waste system can be one, can, can also be a wonderful gem by following this plan. Okay.
Any more questions? This is the time for them.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Mr. Gershman-MR. GERSHMAN: Mahalo.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Yeah. We're, we're going to take a short recess to retract the screen -MR. GERSHMAN: Okay.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: --and then we'll get back to our desks and then we'll reconvene to, for
Q&A, questions and answers. But I want to thank you, Mr. Gershman, for the very
informing presentation, as well as very comprehensive, and I guess you touched more on
the technical side and finance side of the plan. Well, but thank you for that presentation.
MR. GERSHMAN: Mahalo.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Members, we're going to take a short recess to take care of our
equipment. This meeting is now in recess. . . .(gavel). . . .(Change Tape, Start Side
4A). . .
RECESS:

2:08 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:11 p.m.

CHAIR MEDEIROS:
. (gavel). . . Okay. The meeting of the Infrastructure Management
Committee on February 24, 2009 is reconvened after the short recess. And once again, I
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want to thank the consultant, Mr. Harvey Gershman, for that presentation. Director, do
you have any comments before we get into the discussion?
MS. OKUMA: No, I don't. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Director. Okay. Members, the floor is open for questions for
either the Director or the consultant. I'm going to start from my left and we're going to
start with Member Molina. Any questions? And the way we did it in the first half is we
just go right down the line and then we come back another session, another chance.
We're trying to limit the questions to three to four at the most, keep it brief, and, and
once we get down the line we can go some more if you have further questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair. And could I go ahead and take
a pass right now? I know there's a lot of information and I'm sure there's, I'm still
working on my questions.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Certainly. Member Baisa, do you have questions at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Just some, something very simple, I mean it's a lot of
information to absorb and kind of actually overwhelming. You know when you look at it
your, your question is oh my God where do we begin? And of course I'm sure the will to
do it is number one and then looking for the money. But I was interested, you made a
comment, Mr. Gershman, during your presentation towards the end that there was a
private MRF being developed? What is that about? I'm not aware of it.
MR. GERSHMAN: I've been told that Maui Disposal is developing their own, their own MRF
that's located in Central, in Central Maui. And they're advancing that to be able to
process single-stream recyclables.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Do you have any idea what the capacity? Could we piggyback
on that and not have to build our own or is that only for them?
MR. GERSHMAN: I don't know what the capacity is but generally when that happens a good,
and this is why I mentioned it in the presentation. If you proceed with, you know,
procuring a MRF as a full-service contractor you can have the terms of that offering
include allowing for private capacity to propose as well, private capacity that exists to
propose as well so you can compare the costs of having your own versus using the
services that are owned by another. That would be the way I, you know, we would
suggest, you know, dealing with that. And then you'd be able to tell if it was
advantageous to, you know, use the private capacity versus building your own facility.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well the reason, the reason I was interested was I was thinking
that maybe we could, you know, start working with them first rather than having to wait
to build our own. Because I'm sure working out all of these, I don't even want to think
about all the permitting and the, you know, the land use issues and all of the things that
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go into trying to develop anything. But it was, you know, tag on with them and see how
it goes while we work on our own. That, that's why it caught my attention.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. I mean there's a, you could procure for processing capacity to come
from private parties at their sites and their locations and allow for them to propose as well
as anyone else. You know if, if only one party is, is advancing, you know, a facility that
could service you they may be the only one, you know, proposing unless you allow, you
know, adequate time for others to line up land resources and so on and catch up a little bit
so you had some competition.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: One more quick question and I may display my ignorance here
but I think it's really important that not only I but any of our people that are listening
understand this. You made a reference the MRF cutting down on greenhouse gases and
then making us eligible for carbon credits. How do those credits work?
MR. GERSHMAN: Okay. This is an interesting area. There, there are carbon credits that are
sold now on the US market, at the voluntary market, and for every ton of carbon that
qualifies and has been evaluated as a voluntary program that was implemented the value
of that carbon ton today is about $5 in a US market and I'm hearing $25, $30 in a
European market. There's discussion at the Federal level that there could be a cap in
trade on carbon, and programs that reduce the impact of greenhouse gases that are
undertaken like efficient collection services, like recycling and so on could calculate the
equivalent of tons of carbon that are taken out of the environment and sell that benefit
you achieved to someone else who wants it. Because they haven't been able to do that.
So this is something that's, I think we're going to see in our, you know, economics of, of,
environmental economics to encourage people to reduce their carbon footprint on the
world and get compensated for that. And that's what I was referring to that this is
something, you know, I would not calculate in your economics today. But it's something
that when you look ahead I think it is, it's, it's in the picture.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. One last one, Chair, if you don't mind'? I'll try to
keep it short.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Certainly. Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The last one was about the fleet maintenance facility for the
trucks that, or the vehicles that we're obviously going to use if we're going to be doing
this residential collection. Did your cost projections include any money for the purchase
of this equipment too?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. This is, this, those cost projections have everything.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I can imagine -MR. GERSHMAN: Cost...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --what those trucks cost. What do they cost more or less for
one?
MR. GERSHMAN: Roughly a couple hundred thousand dollars for an automated truck, maybe
a little more. Now the cost for the trucks are in the universal collection cost. I think the
number was $8 million that I put up there for universal collection. That's where the
trucks would, they're in that cost.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And how many would we be talking about?
MR. GERSHMAN: I'd have to dig that up. Give me a few minutes. I'll...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, the reason I ask is I was just curious, you know, if we're
going to do a nice fleet maintenance facility would it only have to service these trucks or
could it serve other County vehicles? You know we have a whole bunch of garages all
over the place.
MR. GERSHMAN: Well, that's an interesting question. Some jurisdictions consolidate fleet
maintenance and some keep them separate. This facility that's in the plan was designed
just for your vehicle needs. And frankly we find when you consolidate them together it
creates, it's a harder thing to manage because the garbage trucks, you know, need to be
fit, fixed, you know, preferably at night so they can run during the day. And if you're in
a central facility, you know, that doesn't happen for garbage that easily. So anyway
that's just a, but this was sized just for your, you know, your fleet needs.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. And it doesn't matter about the number.
I was just trying to think of how big this would be and whether if we had the capacity to
serve anything else. And I understand about priority. I dealt with buses for many years
that have to be on the road. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. And thank you for asking the question about
carbon credit because I wanted to know more about that too. Member Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. You know I got to agree with my
colleague from country because yeah, you know, private, you know, we do have a private
company that's looking into this area right now and, you know, just looking at the
schedule and how, well it's challenging right now that we should be looking into that
particular direction, you know, private/public partnership. Question that I had is in
regards to the WasteTEC, that 14 megawatts that you predicted. Is that based on 350 tons
a day of garbage being dumped?
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MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And in order to do that the $86 million price tag?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. Expensive.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: It is. Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: And...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And if we talk about public/private partnership is there an
ability for a company to come in and provide us that service?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Understand and, and...
MR. GERSHMAN: If you, if you put out a procurement for that facility and you had a, you need
a site to put the facility on. If you did a procurement for, for WasteTEC you're going to
be more successful with a site stated in the, in the RFP, and not just leave it open. You
need to provide, have gone through a decision that selected a site.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: What is so interesting is that you mentioned about Maui Electric
has a site already designated on the opposite side of the road. I don't know how far or if
the Department have any meetings with the power company in regards to what is being
planned or, you know, share the Integrated Solid Waste Plan with Maui Electric
Company. I'm sure they're going to be pretty interested.
MR. GERSHMAN: Well, they're, they're, they're interested, and that's, they still have an area
of land. They did a master plan for future generation and when we met with them at the
beginning of the planning, planning process they showed us a site plan that had an area
for a mass burn facility. Their consultant had assumed a mass burn facility, I think,
larger than where we ended up, because they didn't assume 60 percent recycling. And
they are interested in firm power. I don't have to tell you the activity they have about
wind and, you know, particularly wind that's going on here. The value of electricity, I'm
hearing that Hawaii Electric on Oahu is, is signing up for, is higher than the 15 cents that
we used in the plan, closer to the 20. I, I guess if I, you know, today I think, you know, a
firm WasteTEC facility with proven technology, you know, you'd have to negotiate a
price with them, but I think the plan assumption is 15, 20, somewhere in there is, you
know, hopefully where you could end up if you were to seriously, you know, take that on
as a project. And they still have the land set aside. We did, we did speak to them, you
know, I guess it's two months ago, and they're anxious to hear what the County may do
in this area.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Is there a possibility, I'm sure there is, you know, we're talking
about waste-to-energy right here, bringing in probably the gas that's being emitted from
the, emission from the landfill onto the power company and you have a dual system.
MS. OKUMA: Councilmember Pontanilla, in fact Maui Electric has come to talk to us
specifically in that system and they're very interested in what's going to happen there.
So we have been in discussions and anticipate continuing discussions there.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Member Victorino, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I think more along the lines of I'd like to
know first of all you have projected out to 2005 [sic] and I'm on Page 30, so just go to
Page 30 so that we all know where I'm at. You know I'm looking at 2042. Okay. And I
know we're looking out a long way but 2042 is where we really wanted this plan to go
because we're looking for 25 years or better, yeah? Remember that was one of our goals.
We're looking at number of employees, okay, if we go with the MRF or with this, this
whole system we're looking 279 versus 139. What would be the tremendous difference
in that so that people understand why we, we're over, nearly. . .nah, more than doubling
the number of employees--if we stay at the current rate versus the...
MR. GERSHMAN: There, there's 100 people, there's 100 people in the, in the MRF and
WasteTEC, the MRFs, the two MRFs and WasteTEC, that's 100 people. Okay, there.
Now the rest of the . . . (inaudible). . ., so that gets us down to 179 -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GERSHMAN: --to 139 and current, so that's 40 people. Those are mainly drivers.
Driving more trucks, we got transfer trailers, that's mainly, you know, people operating
vehicles -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: --to provide more resident services. With some people at convenience
centers and so on but that, the household hazardous waste facility, fleet maintenance is
actually small. But most of those people are drivers.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think the other question I had for you and I know this is
really hypothetical because we don't know what the utility costs, and I think that's
something we grappled with when we were there. And I think you'll grapple no matter
which side you go on and how long you go out, because it is a constant -MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --moving target, right?
MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And so with that in mind, I've read that in the predictions
for 2009 we're looking at $160 a barrel of oil, you know, predictions like everything else
whether it comes true or not. Generally, you know, and it's, it's not farfetched anymore,
we used to think yeah that's crazy but not anymore, right? Based upon that, and let's say
we shoot for the middle, like say $100 a barrel and all that. Based on all of this what do
you think that we could actually get? Because again we got to negotiate with Maui
Electric and Hawaiian Electric, but what would be a more fair and equitable price for
electricity if we're looking 100 to 125 a barrel?
MR. GERSHMAN: Now what changed from the time we had the committee meetings was the
time the committees were meeting, Maui Electric, Maui Electric and, and, and all Hawaii,
Hawaii Electric were negotiated based on avoided cost. So the value of fuel oil was very
pertinent. Okay? But now they've changed, there's a recent ruling at the State, it's
negotiated. So this is, doesn't relate to fuel, they have avoided cost in mind but they have
other things they're worried about -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. GERSHMAN: --20 percent power from renewables. So we, the cost of fuel is not as
important in that discussion. It's sort of important, it's background noise if you will but
there needs to be a negotiation to answer that question. I would hope that it would be,
you know, today somewhere in the 15 cent to 20 cent range.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
MR. GERSHMAN: But I don't know what the escalation, you know, might be, how that would
tie. And that's something that, you know, needs to be pursued if one wants to hone in on,
you know, having a more accurate answer than I'm able to give today.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, and again I know that's really hypothetical, Mr. Chair,
and I think we could sit here all day trying to figure that out and, and then we'd be
wasting our time. Last thing, I was very interested in your statement that you mentioned
that by having universal collection we would have a lot less, maybe hopefully even
eliminate illegal dumping because of what's happening.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I, I'd like you to elaborate, where you pick that up?
Because I think we've discussed that in other areas, but this has really shown up in
percentages so.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. The, I mean, you know, what happens, you don't really have a good,
a good way of providing that service now. So the future would be, you know, let's sort
of say I've, I've got, I've got a hot water heater I've got to get rid of. You know now I, if
I have a pickup truck I put it in the back and I maybe take it somewhere, hopefully to a
processor. But maybe, you know, when I ride around now I can, I don't have to go far to
see something white and metal somewhere on a, off the main road. You know they're
there, you know, you see them. So now in this new service, I pick up the phone or I go to
the internet and I tap a few buttons or I speak to the call-in number and I say, you know,
I'm so-and-so, I live at and I have this piece of, you know, bulky waste I would like
picked up. Oh, well, I see you haven't had a collection this year, you know, you have
four that are allowed, so this will be your first, no charge, you paid for it already, we'll be
there and you, you know, set a time. That's how the new service would work. The other
way it could work is the, the truck that goes around every week sees that there's
something set out and because the truck is equipped with some technology the driver
presses a button, it's like OnStar for bulky waste. And it tells headquarters that there's a
bulky waste stop needed at that spot, and headquarters, the call center builds a route,
gives it to the, to the bulky waste truck driver, goes around efficiently and collects it.
And that stop is charged, you know, or it's noted that if it's a, you know, per charge or
it's one of the four or whatever you decide is the service that's the way you're able to
keep track of it. But that's the service of the future. Now in that service of the future, I
don't need to try to get it in the back of my truck or the back of my car and take it to an
appropriate place or an inappropriate place. It's gone, I don't need to do that anymore.
Yeah, it will result in a cleaner Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And last question, Mr. Chair, and this one goes to the, the,
the 2042 again. The universal pickup where you're showing monthly residential
collection at $75, so that was what you would anticipate the maximum cost of $75 in the
year 2042 for universal pickup?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. That's a, that's an escalated number.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: I mean that's three percent a year.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: You know and I was looking at this when I was preparing and I was going,
you know, maybe we should have net present, brought it back to today's dollars. But,
you know, this is how we, we're talking about future dollars here.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. Okay. No. I think the people and the public just
needs to understand that if we're going to do anything, there is a cost that is going to be
involved.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Victorino. Member Kaho`ohalahala, did you have a
turn at the first round of questions?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: No ... (inaudible).. .
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. You have questions, please?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Well, you know, I heard your, your comments
about. . .carbon footprints and, and stuff like that. I'm just wondering now how we look
at this project in light of, you know, our, our carbon offsets and stuff like that? And-MR. GERSHMAN: Urn...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: --and what would be the potential?
MR. GERSHMAN: I, I, I can't forecast specific numbers. I can just say that in my, my, my
feeling, opinion is that they're going to be there in the future. What they are, I don't
know, but that's the, you know, that's, that's the mood in the nation's capital over, you
know, trying to do something positive to lessen the greenhouse gases that we're, we're
generating.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. I'm just trying to understand how we
might integrate some of those carbon credits?
MR. GERSHMAN: I wouldn't worry about it.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: I would, I would just, you know, have it in the back of your mind, watch
that as it happens and if we do these things make sure you go after what you can get to
reduce your costs. That, that's how I would, I would just keep that in mind for the future.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. And then I guess another question I have
is in terms of how to fund this. You know, you're laying out a scenario here on trying to,
to make the cost and I'm wondering if, if part of the funding is looking at an upfront like,
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you know, our recycling program makes the consumer pay for a container upfront and it
is part of a system. And in, in your scenario there is no, no plan for pay upfront? I don't
know.
MR. GERSHMAN: You could, you could have people pay for the carts. But in, you know,
where these have been done like this--with this system, benefit charge when the service
starts, you know, they will have "bin charged" on their, let's assume the property tax bill
line item for what they're going to get. And the new containers show up and they start
using them. And they paid for, you know, this new service. And in fact, it's prepaid
`cause you pay, you know, in advance. So the, and it's funded, the bonds were floated,
you know, knowing that that was going to happen, and the new service starts and people
don't pay extra. Now if they lose their cart, you may have rules that say, you know,
maybe you can't, if you lose a cart, you've got to buy a new one. So that's, these are all,
that gets into the detail. But. . .having charged for carts upfront, it's all in the, in, in the
annual fee.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: . . . Okay. That's it for now, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Member Kaho`ohalahala. Councilmember Nishiki,
please.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. Sir, you talked about in the WasteTEC the
benefits, more recycling, excuse me, WasteTEC generates base load electricity, reduces
oil imports, reduces dependence on landfills, reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Now I
know you've had a lot of experience and you talk about technology constantly changing
in this field. What are the negatives of WasteTEC that you...
MR. GERSHMAN: It's capital intensive.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: And if you build a mass bum plant waterwall, it's tall and it sticks up. And,
you know, it's very visible. The modular is lower profile, you still have a stack. You can
build these facilities to look as attractive as you want. You know, it could look like
HC&S or it could look like this office building with a, with a circular tube or a clock
tower sticking out of it. Depends on, you know, where it is and what you want it to look
like. They've been made to look very attractive. In the picture I showed you this
morning the facility on the top is on a street that has townhouses, condominiums, office
buildings, postal service, the, excuse me, UPS facility right next door. It has an
elementary school on the other side of the railroad tracks, a big city park. And it was
converted, it was actually upgraded to look like an office building, you know, with a
stack. And, you know, nobody knows it's there, I mean they see it, oh there's a metro
train station across the street literally 200 yards away. They see it but it's fine, you know,
it was actually there before most of these people were there, so it didn't hold back
development and it coexists with its neighbors absolutely fine. The size is the major
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problem. Now you'll hear people say there's, you know, dioxin and bad stuff coming out
of the stack. Those emissions are all controlled. You have a household hazardous waste
facility in this plan so you can keep out some of that stuff so the pollution control
equipment has an easier time if you will. But the emissions control systems are well
proven and they work very well. There's 90 facilities in the country that are operating
just fine. You can go online to Montgomery County, Maryland's website and see the
emissions, the emissions that are actually coming out of their resource, they call it a
resource recovery facility there, 1,600 or 1,800 tons a day, mass burn waterwall, large
plant. It's out in the rural part of the county right next to the power plant. So they got the
power plant sticking out and a coal firepower plant sticking up and the WasteTEC facility
sticking up and it's big. That's the, I mean when you come right down to it it's the size.
But as time goes on that facility stays the same size. As time goes on a landfill does not
stay the same size. It gets bigger. Okay. That's the difference.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And, and after all the burning and the energy is
created -MR. GERSHMAN: There's an ash.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --there's nothing else that -MR. GERSHMAN: No. There's an...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --we've got to deal with that supposed to be...
MR. GERSHMAN: There's an ash. There's an ash residue that comes out and there's, well
there's two types of ashes, there's fly ash that comes out of the pollution control
equipment and there's bottom ash. The fly ash is about 10 percent of the ash and the
bottom ash is 90 percent of the ash. After you take out ferrous metals, the weight of the
ash is 25 percent of the weight of the waste that went into the facility, 25 percent of the
weight. It's about 10 percent of the volume. When you combine these two ashes
together, they test out as non-hazardous. They can go in a lined landfill according to
regulations just like the landfill sells your building and you have now and will have in the
future. It's like landfilling concrete, you know, wet, wet, wet, it's like landfilling wet
aggregate, after a while it turns into concrete. And some people are processing it to get
out some aggregates and make aggregates that are blended with other aggregates. What's
interesting about the Central Maui location for maybe WasteTEC as well as the landfill is
you got all this aggregate processing going on there that looks like an opportunity for
maybe blending, you know, some of the aggregate that could come out of ash. But that's
so far in the future, but that's what you could do with that material. And people do that
in Europe, they make aggregate. It isn't too, the manufacturing from aggregates from
WasteTEC ash isn't well advanced in this country. State highway departments have not
dealt with that. But it is a material that could be used for aggregate, aggregate purposes
once processed properly. But it's essentially inert material and it's, it's safe to go into a
lined landfill.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So the technologies pretty well been proven to be not
detrimental?
MR. GERSHMAN: Right. As, remember that chart we went to? Low risk.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Finally because you said it was capital intensive, I, I see that
86 million of the 137 for the total project is for WasteTEC.
MR. GERSHMAN: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So that would leave us 51 million if we got Maui Electric to, to
bear the building of the facility and take it over?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. I don't think they're interested in building, building it. I don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And is it, yeah, and is it because it may not be profitable?
MR. GERSHMAN: Well, if someone were to build one of these things for you and operate it
under a service contract, they would make sure it would be profitable for them. They
wouldn't do it otherwise. And the economics that are in here reflect, you know, you
know, what's, what's expected in the business relationship with the contractor. I didn't
sense from my discussions about a year and a half ago that Maui Electric was interested
in being an owner/operator of the WasteTEC facility. Now I don't know if that's their
position today. They've, you know, my understanding is, you know, Hawaii Electric's
interest to be a purchaser of, of power from renewable projects. But that certainly is
something that, you know, you could investigate and get a current reading on. There are
no--I'm just, I'm going through my memory bank--there are no private investor utilities
that operate, own and operate a waste, and, no, wait a second. There is one company in
Minnesota and Wisconsin, , that, that has a waste-to-energy plant that it owns
and operates, one. It's an exception. There's no others. . . .(Change Tape, Start Side
4B). . . They're interested in buying the power, but that doesn't mean that Maui Electric,
you know, would or would not be interested. That's something you'd have to ask them if
you really wanted one to happen.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, only because you said it's capital high and investment,
that would be a basic reason. But it is not to say and, and I would only speculate that oil
prices are going to start going up again. Then maybe they would look at this as
something that would eliminate again having to import and buy oil.
MR. GERSHMAN: It's 5 percent of their, you know, their current oil demand, their oil use
today. That's a lot. I mean that's a significant chunk. And, you know, when you look at
the power that's produced in other waste-to-energy plants they, they typically provide
5 percent of the power needs of the region that the garbage is from. That's been a pretty
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consistent numeric. So that, it's, it's a lot of power, you know, 14 megawatts is a lot of
power.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And, and can I ask Administration or you, sir, being that there
has been a bit of conversation with Maui Electric is there something ongoing or is
scheduled to, for them to look at? I know that we're going to have some sort of, what is
it, a study? Is it a. . .specific study for this WasteTEC that we're going to spend money
on?
MS. OKUMA: We anticipate that, yes, we need to do a feasibility study.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Feasibility study.
MS. OKUMA: Correct. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MS. OKUMA: And, I'm sorry, and your question in terms of discussions with . . . (inaudible due
to interruption).. .
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Well, because you're going to do it, because it was a
recommendation from the committee to include WasteTEC, I was curious whether that
conversation would, with Maui Electric could continue?
MS. OKUMA: We expect that we're going to continue discussions with Maui Electric on such
things as WasteTEC as well as the gas-to-energy collection system. They're very
interested in . . . (inaudible due to interruption)--.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And, and I would hope-MS. OKUMA: --with us.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: that, Mr. Chairman, we would get a report from Administration
in regards to these conversations.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Councilmember Nishiki, thank you. I'd like to ask a few
questions before we go into the second chance at questions. On Page 18, your Slide 18,
Mr. Gershman, the transportation costs and I don't know if you touched on that, I heard
some talk about transportation. But these are the MRF costs? The transportation costs
would be associated with what?
MR. GERSHMAN: . . . It'll be associated with. . .loading out the baled or loose material from
the MRF and putting them in shipping containers. . .and loading them up on a ship, taking
them to Honolulu, and then transporting them again to other markets elsewhere.
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CHAIR MEDEIROS: And, and this is because the facility and the process would be done by a
contractor?
MR. GERSHMAN: No. It really has nothing to do with who's operating the facility. It's just
the, you know, because we're out here it's the extra cost to get it from Maui to Oahu to
then go to markets. It's that extra shipping cost.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. That, that answers it for me. I have a question for the Department,
the Director. You know we've been talking about the Federal and State stimulus
package. And I'm asking you, Director, is, have we taken an aggressive approach to
applying for any monies that may, we may qualify for?
MS. OKUMA: Under the criteria as we understand and we're not sure that all the criteria is
clear, these projects need to be shovel ready and completed within an 18 month period or
something like that. So to the extent projects met that criteria we did submit on the list.
So these projects that we're talking about most of them are not, they're not shovel ready,
they don't meet that criteria.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. But if a limited, at a limited basis we did have some, you applied
for it already? Or, or we don't have any projects that would qualify?
MS. OKUMA: My, my recollection is I don't think any of them met that criteria, the Federal
criteria. They needed to be shovel ready as, as the Feds were defining it.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And that's both for the State stimulus package as well as the
Federal?
MS. OKUMA: I believe so. It seemed to, it appears to be the same criteria.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that response. Mr. Gershman, I don't have a page
for this but in the estimate of costs and everything that you did in this plan those are costs
at Hawaii levels?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. Yes. We adjusted mainland costs and, and added a factor and it was
different depending upon the cost and where we had data on cost you actually incur here,
we used that data.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you. On Page 49, I don't know if I can get there too
quickly. I think it's 49, yeah. For the Hana convenience center, how and why would the
convenience center provide more services to the residents that is different from the
landfill operations we now have in Hana?
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MR. GERSHMAN: Household hazardous waste, E-waste, you know, just more, more stuff
could be discreetly placed for proper management. And, you know, you have a very nice
convenience center, you know what I mean. It's, I should call it convenience garden, you
know, it's, it's beautiful. But there's, you know, there's more functionality that we're
looking, we would be looking to add there so that the services would be matched. You'd
be, you know, you'd be able to bring recyclables, the single-stream recyclables as well as
drop off your waste. If, you know, you're from a business and you wanted to bring
household, you know, hazardous waste there you could do that. So it's just more
functionality.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: So the plan for convenience centers would be to function quite alike
whether it's Hana, Lanai or Molokai?
MR. GERSHMAN: That's right.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And why is the cost so much difference Hana being 400,000 and
Lanai and Molokai being 2 million?
MR. GERSHMAN: Just the number of, you know, residents -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Tonnage?
MR. GERSHMAN: --that it has to support. You know there's less, there's less people. The
more people in those regions the, the greater the cost.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. And I just wanted to add something to Member Baisa's, she
brought up a good point about trying to consolidate the fleet maintenance with others.
And I know my experience in working for the County where we have several different
districts and each district has a baseyard of repairs and maintenance. For those which is
mostly Public Works, Highways which has the biggest division of equipment and fleets,
that would be difficult because to have a vehicle in Central Maui and then have to drive it
all the way out to Lahaina every day would be defeating the purpose of trying to be
efficient. So I don't know how that would work unless we work it with other fleets
within the Central area.
MR. GERSHMAN: No. We would have the, you know, the fleet wouldn't all come back to
Central Maui at the end of the day, but the maintenance would all be there.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. So the vehicles or, or equipment will be brought back to that -MR. GERSHMAN: Right.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: --facility for repair or maintenance --68-
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MR. GERSHMAN: Right. On a regular...
CHAIR MEDEIROS: --and then return, yeah. Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: On a regular basis. And then if a vehicle were down, one could be
dispatched and the other brought back or triaged in the field, you know-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. GERSHMAN: --as appropriate.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Right. Okay. And finally, I believe in one of your presentations to the
SWRAC committee, I think you showed a facility and I don't know if it was a WasteTEC
facility either in Japan or Germany that totally used everything that they, they produced
out of the process and were made into pavers or building bricks.
MS. OKUMA: Committee Chair Medeiros, that was a video I brought back -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Oh, that was you?
MS. OKUMA: --from a vacation that I took in Okinawa.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okinawa.
MS. OKUMA: And it was actually a waste-to-energy facility about a year old. The capital was
provided by the government of Japan and three cities, and yes, they did take their, their
ash and basically use, turn that into a useable product for pavement and roads and such
things.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Okay. Thank you for that response. Member Molina, are you
ready for your first round?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Ready.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: You ready to take first and second rounds one time?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: . . . (laughter). . . I'll start off with a couple first and we'll see
how far we-CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --go from there. First of all thank you, Chair, and thank you,
Mr. Gershman, for that very informative presentation, and I've been only here for the
afternoon portion. I know my fellow colleagues are quite saturated with a lot of
information. Looking at Page 28 of your presentation regarding recommended
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ordinances in place by 2013, you know along with the, the capital challenges if you will,
you're recommending these ordinances be in place in order, I guess to meet the goal of
2042 if we decide to go on and fully implement all of these suggestions. With regards to
other jurisdictions what unique challenges do you see, you know, Maui County having
versus other jurisdictions on the mainland? And I guess a lot of these recommendations
for ordinances were done in the other jurisdictions where you have your WasteTEC?
MR. GERSHMAN: These ordinances really have nothing to do with WasteTEC. This is all for
recycling to support getting to a 60 percent recycling level and being able to sustain it.
These are the kind of things other people have done, have done in other cities, places that
have high diversion rates now. I mentioned this morning city of Seattle, San Francisco,
San Jose, the county I live in Montgomery County has a 50 percent recycling rate also.
And they have done these things to make the services support, you know, reaching that
goal. If you don't collect the waste yourself or contract for it as a County and you want
those that are collected by private parties to recycle, you're going to need to pass
ordinances. It's not going to happen by mistake; otherwise, you won't reach that, you
know, recycling level. Just, since your, one of the things we mentioned this morning if
you do recycling 60 percent the Central Maui Landfill's extended to 2031 without
WasteTEC. WasteTEC gets it to 2042. So if you did these ordinances by 2013, you
know, and made them happen and supported them, educated everybody and did the
residential programs we talked about for recyclables, the single-stream recyclables, the
yard waste you would have 60 percent diversion. If you don't, you won't.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. If I may, Mr. Chairman, place that same
issue to Director Okuma? My question, basically, is this, the, you've seen the
recommendations from Mr. Gershman with regards to ordinances. Is this the direction
the Administration or the Department is heading to? Just so we can understand as a
Council, as a body what to expect in terms of -MS. OKUMA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --proposed ordinances in the future from the Department.
MS. OKUMA: Thank you for asking that question. In order to support the recommendations,
we believe that these ordinances are reasonable. I would like to echo one thing that was
brought out by Councilmember Victorino, however, and that is the educational
component. We would hope that we're able to get the educational component of the
program in place to at least let people know that these ordinances which will be enforced
are coming down the road at some point in time. I think our preference would be to
provide as much education, as, as much advance notice as possible so that people can
prepare.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So what challenges do you foresee with proposing these
ordinances that we may encounter or any resistance that you may see out there from the
general public?
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MS. OKUMA: I think that is why the educational part's going to be important so that people do
understand and that we do have the buy-in from those who will be regulated. I think for
us, the important thing is we'll still need to have some enforcement mechanism in place,
and we will certainly need to look at our organization, the Division to see if we're
appropriately organized and properly staffed for the enforcement component of these
ordinances.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So which means basically, you know, we have to look at
planning, budgeting, setting aside more money for the future if we're to look at these
ordinances. So with laws comes more money, yeah.
MR. GERSHMAN: I'd like to add one, one point with regard to commercial recycling. In our
experience when, when a commercial establishment is asked or required to recycle more
the major constraint that, there's two major constraints that come up. One is they may
say we don't have space for extra containers or boxes the way our back door is set up.
That's one constraint. The next one is that we've got to retrain our housekeeping staff or
the residents, you know, to do this and that's a pain, there's a lot of turnover, it's hard
work. And that's all true. At the end of the day if this system works well from a, from a
commercial establishment's standpoint, they should be able to do this new stuff with
recycling and not be at a higher cost than they were before just because the recyclables
should be able to flow at less cost than the waste would be able to flow. But that's where
the resistance comes in and that's why it's so important for the County to have people,
you know, that can help explain how to do that right so it's least, you know, intrusive and
to work with the private haulers and contractors that are out there servicing those
establishments. So it's work, but it can be done.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think
many of my questions have been answered thus far, so I want to thank you for having
this. It's quite informative and I guess we have to look long term where we have only so
much land space. And I think that was like, I guess, one of my questions regarding
challenges, because we have only so much land space as compared to the US mainland
and so we have a lot more, you know, stuff we have to deal with and considerations.
Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Molina. You're right and I think Member Baisa said
it right, it's so overwhelming to see what has to be done. But I think Mr. Gershman also
mentioned the longer you put it off the more acceptable the status quo becomes. So we
got to be aware of that. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. What a wonderful segue to my
next question. I think the pivotal question--and I want to thank everyone for all this
information and I can see that a tremendous amount of work has been done so we really
need to have this, so that we know what we're facing and more or less--what's the next
step?
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CHAIR MEDEIROS: I think that should be directed to the Director as far as, and I was going to
ask the same question later on, was, once we're done with this meeting where do, where
does the Department go with this? Director? And I think the question is also directed
that does it still involve different governments' approvals or reviews again or are we, this
is the final?
MS. OKUMA: Thank you for that. Yes, this is the final plan. And the only thing after this is
really with every program or project that has a dollar figure is going to require financing
or capital. That is your approval. And so on these various components you will be
seeing us come forward in terms of, of that, those requests. But in terms of the next
steps, you know, we have been discussing that, I think we will continue to because as
Mr. Gershman pointed out we need to look at prioritizing and sequencing these projects
and programs. However in order to do that, we also know that we need certain resources
available to us, not only funding but also whether we are properly organized and have
the, enough staffing which, which we wouldn't in order to carry these programs forward.
So we need to give a lot of thought to that, and of course we'll be coming to you in the
future for some of those specific requests.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Director. Member Baisa, any further questions?
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: No. But I guess the next step will be that we'll get some kind of
a budget request.
MS. OKUMA: I think we realize we are in challenging times right now and all I can say is at
this point, you know, we've had our discussion with the Mayor and we, we can look to
what is submitted to you. I believe it's going to be next week some time.
COUNCILMEMBER BALSA: Okay. Well we will await the, the next step. Thank you very
much. That's it, Chair. I have no further questions.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Baisa. And, Director, just for me to follow up on
Member Baisa's question. So in anticipation that this plan was coming down the pipe,
did the Department request any preliminary funding through the Mayor's executive
budget prior to us looking at this plan?
MS. OKUMA: In terms of the timing of when our plan was finalized, it didn't quite fit with our,
our budget schedule in terms of our submittal. So generally the answer is no. However,
there have been some steps that were taken previously for the last several years by the
County which actually fit into the components of the plan. So some of that we, of course,
have had a discussion within the Administration in terms of those items. But it, it, it's
not, I mean for the most part these recommendations did not, did not make it because of
the cycle -CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Director.
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MS. OKUMA: --the schedule.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: I guess just some more clarification, then, for
me. When you mentioned, Mr. Gershman, about the, the questions of where does the
Lanai and the, the Molokai products go, if they were taken to Oahu and shipped there,
then they would be now what, marketed or? So is, is that already some plan for
marketing that exists so that there is already a...
MR. GERSHMAN: There are, there are recycling processing facilities on Oahu that could take
and sort this, you know, the recyclables, and the waste would, you know, need to make
an arrangement for it to either be taken to the waste, the WasteTEC facility there, you
know, HPower or to a landfill.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. So in our plan then, we've
accommodated those kinds of -MR. GERSHMAN: Yes. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: --sources so that we know for sure that when this
is implemented that this is where these -MR. GERSHMAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: --materials would be going?
MR. GERSHMAN: No. We don't know for sure because, you know, there isn't, there isn't a
contractual relationship established. You know we talk to people and we're, we've been
told that arrangements like that could be made.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So that would be another area of...
MR. GERSHMAN: That would have to be confirmed in implementation as part of, you know,
the making, putting the landfills on standby.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. It just brought to my mind the, you know,
we should at least know how this is all going to be integrated so that...
MR. GERSHMAN: We think that's, you know, we're not uncomfortable with that as the, as the
direction to take based on the contacts and discussions we had during the planning
process.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So you are anticipating that Oahu would be the,
that location?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Kaho`ohalahala. Member Pontanilla, any further
questions?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman. So, Director Okuma, the schedule that
we all got, are the dates still firm in regards to the ones that beyond 2011? I know 2010
you probably -MS. OKUMA: Right.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --not going to be needing.
MS. OKUMA: Thank, thank you for that. That is actually an example of a timeline. That
timeline has everything starting, basically, this year and we know that that's not so.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MS. OKUMA: So this is why the Department and Division, we've had discussions. We'll
continue these internal discussions, 'cause much of what we can do is really going to boil
down to money and getting human capital, human, human resources, people. And if we
can't get that, then we can't do these, it's going to be very challenging to even try to do
these projects.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So as you go through your discussion, then if we need to shift
you're going to do the shifts?
MS. OKUMA: We're going to have to shift.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Good. The other question that I had and thought was a
really good idea this call center. I know several years ago, we talked about a call center
for the County of Maui where, you know, not only Public Works but Environmental
Management, but other departments within the County where, you know, calls from the
public would come, come in and they would try to solve the problem upfront. So this call
center that you talk about, is it strictly for solid waste?
MR. GERSHMAN: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Could it be a call center for, you know, different functions of
the County?
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MR. GERSHMAN: There, you know, some jurisdictions have tried to combine, have one large
central call center that's resulted in varying degrees of success. That's your, you know,
your choice. Certainly, you could have solid waste, you know, be one of the elements
within a master call center. . .as long as there's, there'd be more people to train, you
know, with, with all the information-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
MR. GERSHMAN: --you know, 'cause the, someone calls in, you know, could go to instead of
say one of four or five people, it could go to one of 30 people. I don't know what the
number is, but...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (Inaudible). . . looking that big, maybe five or six.
MR. GERSHMAN: I don't know. But it just would mean more people would need to be trained
to answer all the questions, not just solid, you know, the solid waste questions.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh. Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Member Victorino, any further
questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. I think we've covered pretty much all the areas. I'll
say that I appreciate the Department's efforts in this area. And I'd like to, at this time,
also relay a hardily, a hardy mahalo to the committee because you and I both worked
with these individual citizens and they gave of their time and their manao and they really,
really looked at many phases and many aspects in the area of solid waste. And I really
believe the citizens of Maui County were very fortunate to get this group of people
together because in working with them, I learned an awful lot. Because we had people
from Maui Disposal, we had people who were in charge of maintenance and refuse in
their various hotels. So you had all kinds of dimensions that it was brought to the table.
So I think with what Harvey and his group brought, and all our, our, our staff and, and,
and Hana and the rest of that group, we were really blessed to have this group. So I want
to say again mahalo to them for all their efforts because this plan has come to fruition
because of their hard work. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Member Victorino. And I totally agree with you that we
appreciate the services of the private side or our community. They came forth to be a
part of the SWRAC committee. Councilmember Nishiki, please.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you. You know when the materials recovery facility
was mentioned today about perhaps a commercial company creating one, would that have
an impact on this plan?
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MR. GERSHMAN: If you pursue the course to have that become your MRF, it could accelerate
getting to universal collection.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Depending upon I guess, and I, and I guess this is what this
Administration needs to do along with the Council is pursue with whomever is doing it
and to find out and let us know what they are thinking about creating. Because I think it
would have a big impact on the direction that this County takes also. I don't know what
portion of the commercial collections the company does, but that would mean that a lot
would be diverted into our collection area. And finally I would hope again,
Mr. Chairman, that Administration gets back to the Council to let us know about the talks
that has been created or will be created with this company.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Okay. Mr. Nishiki, yeah, we'll have Staff send a letter in that, for that
request.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And, and may I ask this question? When this committee got
together did you know that this commercial company was going to create a materials
recovery facility?
MR. GERSHMAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. GERSHMAN: No. That wasn't something that was on the table as far as anyone knew.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Finally the construction and demolition materials that
you talk about that is being put right now in the private area, I think it's right when you
come out by Honoapiilani Highway and North Kihei. Did you ever get an idea on
specifically when that will close and what the impacts would be?
MR. GERSHMAN: 2012-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: 2012.
MR. GERSHMAN: --was the year that they said they had capacity through based on the current
rate. One of my, one of the principals at GBB, Bob Brickner who's a nationally
recognized construction/demolition consultant/expert, visited and reviewed that with the
owner. And that's why the C&D MRF, this was reviewed with the committee and as a
result of that review the C&D MRF was recommended to basically replace that facility
being closed and minimize, you know, what would go to Central Maui. The residue from
the C&D MRF is assumed to go to the Central Maui Landfill.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Is assumed.
MR. GERSHMAN: Is assumed, in these projections is assumed to go there.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And, and, and excuse my ignorance. In this area, how
much is being recycled?
MR. GERSHMAN: Our understanding is very little.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And when it goes to our area, is any going to be recycled?
MR. GERSHMAN: Oh, yeah. This MRF would have, we assumed 60 percent, these MRFs can
go even higher. You know I, there was a range I mentioned in the discussion, 50 to
80 percent is a typical range and we assume 60 percent recycled in our projections.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And all our, of the separation would be done not on site, but at
the facility?
MR. GERSHMAN: It would be done at the facility, not at construction sites.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Councilmember Nishiki. Okay. Any further questions from
anyone? Member Molina, your second turn?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, I know. Just one, one quick question, just more of a
generalization or, for Mr. Gershman. If he can share with us any parallels . . .(Change
Tape, Start Side 5A). . . island community in other parts of the globe that I guess would
have a success story in terms of solid waste and similar recommendations? Yeah. I think
I must have missed the, and I apologize if this question was asked. I wasn't here this
morning so.
MR. GERSHMAN: I had mentioned this morning that my firm happens to be working in some
other island, you know, settings, Cayman, Guam, US Virgin Islands and here. The, there
aren't many WasteTEC facilities on islands as yet. You may know that Hawaii County
sought to have one and because of costs it was turned down. Their waste stream is a lot
smaller than yours and it's also a lot more spread out. But Bermuda has a
waste-to-energy facility actually similar to the one Big Island was looking at, same, same
supplier, and it works very well. It minimizes disposal. Cayman Island wants to build a
WasteTEC facility, actually a modular, and we finished the development plan for them.
And they're going through some economic adjustment, you know, they're a separate
country. And they're looking to acquire some property for the facility to go on, have
very little recycling and a big white mound behind Georgetown that is very, very
obtrusive. When you come in to the port there, you see this big thing there and it's not a
tennis bubble, and they want to get rid of that. But it just depends on how visual, you
know, the, the dump, the landfill is and what the regulatory environment is that you're in.
You're in a State, the State's part of the United States and we have a lot of regulations on
the environment. And you have a State that passed a 50 percent goal and you're not there
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yet. There's no, you know, you're not getting a bill from the State because you didn't
meet the goal. But the best practice, you know, in this country to meet 50 percent is to
have, you know, residential services and commercial services like that which is in the
plan, which is in many, many, many, many communities around the United States
already. You know they're not on islands but, you know, once you get away from the
shoreline, you know, with your properties it's no different than being in, you know, Los
Angeles from a community street standpoint. It's, you know, services. It's a lot nicer to
be here than in Los Angeles, but I hope you know what I mean, you know in terms of the,
the house or in a rural part of San Bernardino County up on the hills and the, you know,
the, the mid-country, you know. So but those programs exist, you know, and they're
doing, they're, you know, they're getting to 50 percent. Not everyone has a WasteTEC
facility. They don't need them. They've got a lot of land, you know, in the next county,
in the state. They can put the stuff on a train and have it go from, you know, Boston to
Utah. You can't do that. You can't put stuff on a train and have it go from, you know,
Wailuku to Utah. It won't work. So you've got some different constraints. You're
landlocked. You know you're, you're ocean-locked if you will. And so you need to
think about that. And do you want to minimize what goes into the land?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. Well, thank you for sharing those thoughts with
us and I guess success stories elsewhere. I sure wish we could find a quick solution to
get rid of those plastic bags and whatever. It really makes our landfill really, really
unsightly. Wish we could fmd some way to incinerate those things. But anyway, I'm
glad you mentioned the visual aspect of landfills and immediately what comes to mind
when I think of Central Maui is, you know, plastic bags flying all over the place. And
I'm sure a lot of other folks feel the same way. So, anyway, just my own opinion. Thank
you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Members, any further questions or discussion before the Chair makes a
recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, one last question.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Certainly, Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Just because I heard you answer Sol, but I'm not sure if it was
what he meant and what you said he, the question was. You talked about us now being,
not being able to ride a train and send it. You're saying that we're landlocked. However,
did you say that the 40 percent that we may not recycle, that possibly could be sent to the
facility in Honolulu for them to...
MR. GERSHMAN: No, I didn't, I did not say that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Then I need clarification.
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MR. GERSHMAN: Yeah. On the, the small amounts, that would come from Lanai and Molokai
you can make, you know, go to Oahu. I don't think you could make the large amounts
from the rest of Maui go, but the small amounts you could. And that was the, those were
the discussions we had were about the small. Those are very small amounts that we're
talking about shipping there, not the 1,000 tons a day that would be from here. We did
not discuss that. We don't think that's a practical solution. I heard on TV last night that
Oahu, City and County of Honolulu were turning that down or moving away from that.
They did look into that. They had a procurement for that. But they're, they're building
another -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Facility.
MR. GERSHMAN: --facility, a mass burn not a, not a, not an RDF dedicated boiler. They're
building a field-erected mass burner in final negotiations with Covanta to, to add that to
the H, at the HPower site at the same site. So that, that's where our discussions were.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Councilmember Nishiki Any more questions? Discussion,
Members? Seeing none, the Chair would like to make his recommendation at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Recommendation?
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Members. The Chair would like to defer this item. And the
reason for that is this will keep the item on our Infrastructure Management Committee
master agenda for further consideration should we need to during the rest of the term. So
without objection, the Chair will defer this item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused: DAM)
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
CHAIR MEDEIROS: Thank you, Members. And in closing, this concludes the Committee's
business for the day. But I would like to thank all of you for being here, the Members,
and for changing your schedules that, so that you could spend the entire day here with
Mr. Gerswin, Gershman, I mean, sorry. And I appreciate your attendance and that
change in schedules that you have done. Also thank you for the representatives from the
Administration--the Director Cheryl Okuma, and our Corporation Counsel,
Mr. David Galazin; and from our Committee Staff, Camille Sakamoto, Secretary; and
Mr. Mike Geers, our Legislative Analyst. And a special thank you to
Mr. Harvey Gershman. I'm sure the Department didn't have to twist his arm to get him
here. He loves to come to Hawaii, especially Maui. So on that, Members, without any
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further discussion because we have done our work of the day and I appreciate your
attendance and participation, this meeting of the Infrastructure Management Committee
on February 24m , 2009 at 3:40, 3:23 is now adjourned. . . . (gavel).. .

ADJOURN: 3:23 p.m.
APPROVED:

BILL KAUAKEA MEDEIROS, Chair
Infrastructure Management Committee
im:min:090224
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